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ABSTRACT
Numerical modeling of electromagnetic fields is becoming an important topic in 

such diverse areas as microwave and RF engineering, antenna design, bio-electromagnet- 
ics, and electromagnetic compatibility and interference (EMC/EMI). Among several tech
niques, time-domain schemes are of particular interest, due to their high flexibility and 
ease of implementation.

This thesis is focused on the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method, based on a 
space and time discrete formulation of Maxwell’s equations. The objective of this thesis 
is to develop, implement and test a number of techniques aimed to the enhancement of 
the accuracy of the method without increasing the computational load.

The link between the electromagnetic theory and the TLM updating equations is 
first investigated, creating a solid background for the implementation of hybrid schemes 
characterized by better accuracy. The problem of coarseness error is in particular 
addressed. Two methods are proposed and analyzed. In the first approach the knowledge 
of the relationship between field equations and TLM equations is exploited to incorpo
rate the static field behavior in the vicinity of singularities into the three-dimensional 
TLM mesh. Secondly, the field distribution around a comer is represented in terms of an 
equivalent circuit derived firom a quasi-static approximation of the Green’s functions for 
an infinite conductive wedge.

As a result, relatively coarse TLM meshes, in combination with hybrid schemes, 
can be used to obtain highly accurate results, within the dispersion error margin, across a 
wide frequency range.

By taking advantage of these techniques it is possible to incorporate more informa
tion of the structure under study into the TLM solution, thus creating an accurate and effi
cient CAD tool.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations
Any related problem involving electromagnetics has its ultimate solution in the 

application of Maxwell’s equations. Unfortunately these equations can be solved analyti
cally only for very few special cases. The problems are usually so complex that strong 
approximations must be introduced, and simplified models must be developed. Very 
often a combination of analytical and numerical techniques must be applied to approxi
mate a solution with the desired accuracy. Over the years, electrical engineers have devel
oped powerful models that allow solutions of electromagnetic problems without solving 
Maxwell’s equations directly. A general classification can be based on the frequency 
spectrum of the problem considered. In particular three ranges for the wavelength X, and 
the approximate dimension / of the structure under investigation can be distinguished.

• X »  I

Problems in this frequency range are solved by using circuit theory. Propagation 
effects are neglected and substituted with lumped models. Electromagnetic fields 
are replaced by global parameters such as voltages and currents. [1]

• X « l

When the dimensions of the radiating or scattering structure are many times the 
wavelength, high-frequency asymptotic techniques are used. The wave nature of 
the signal is neglected, and simple concepts such as direct, reflected and refracted 
rays are used. The theory behind this approach is referred to as geometrical optics. 
More sophisticated methods, such as the geometrical theory o f diffraction (GTD) 
and the physical theory o f diffraction (PTD) can also be used to overcome some of
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the limitations of geometrical optics, by introducing a diffraction mechanism.

• A,= /

When the wavelength of the electromagnetic field and the dimension of the appara
tus are comparable, neither the propagation effects nor the wave nature of the sig
nal can be neglected. Global parameters, such as voltages and currents, are more 
difficult to define, and problems such as mode coupling, propagation of hybrid 
modes, non-ideal material etc. must be taken into consideration. A full-wave solu
tion of the problem has to be provided. Hence, Maxwell’s equations, in differential 
or integral form, must be approximately solved with a certain degree of accuracy at 
any point inside the space of interest, including material properties and surrounding 
boundary conditions.

Due to the increase in clock rate and integration density in modem IC technology, 
the latter case (X = /) is becoming a common situation that design engineers must deal 
with. Traditional lumped circuit design methodology fails to accurately account for the 
complex interactions between different parts of the circuit. Problems such as dispersion, 
crosstalk and package effects must be taken into account, in order to predict their impact 
on the final configuration.

Moreover, the explosion of wireless technology and personal communication sys
tems (PCS), is creating a large demand for transmitting channels of increasingly wider 
capability, thus increasing the frequency at which the radio signals are transmitted. Digi
tal cellular phones working at 900 and 1800 MHz are already established [2], and stan
dards for wireless data transmission operating at 2400 MHz have already been defined 
[3]. The foreseen convergence of audio, video and data signals in a single digital stream 
will further increase the demand for larger bandwidths.

For all these reasons, numerical modeling of electromagnetic fields is becoming an 
important topic in such diverse areas as microwave and RF engineering, antenna design, 
bio-electromagnetics, and electromagnetic compatibility and interference (EMC/EMI). 
The underlying problem in all these areas is the need to characterize, control, or elimi
nate the effects of electromagnetic fields.

A classification of the different numerical methods for electromagnetic modeling 
can be based on the type of formulation used (integral or differential), and the domain in 
which the procedure is applied (time or frequency).
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Integral-Differential Formulation 
In ± e  integral formulations [4] initial and boundary conditions are embedded in the algo
rithm at a very early stage. Analytical pre-processing is very often required, and the 
resulting scheme is usually structure oriented. A change in the geometry of the problem 
leads to the re-formulation of the algorithm, since the new boundary conditions must be 
re-imposed. In differential schemes [5], on the contrary, initial and boundary conditions 
enter at a very late stage. Negligible analytical pre-processing is necessary, and a change 
in the geometry of the problem is easily implemented.

Frequency-Time Domain 
In firequency domain methods the steady-state solution of the electromagnetic fields is 
determined. Linear materials, and sinusoidal excitations at a given frequency, are 
assumed. Time domain methods, on the contrary, provide the natural evolution of the 
field as it propagates in time, including transient phenomena. It is important to point out 
that both domains of representation contain the same information. It is in fact always pos
sible, in principle, to transform a time domain response into the frequency domain or 
vice versa, by applying a direct or inverse Fourier transform. In reality, while the transfor
mation from time to frequency domain is particularly straightforward, the opposite pre
sents several pitfalls.

The main features of time domain differential methods are summarized in the fol
lowing:

• Flexibility. General geometries can be simulated without any change in the algo
rithm. The boundary conditions become one of the input parameters.

• Capability to analyze transients.

• Capability to analyze non-linear phenomena, time varying structures. (For example
the change of material property in an electromagnetic heating process).

• Ease of implementation of anisotropic material.

• Ease of parallel implementation with consequent reduction of the simulation time.

• Possibility of deriving frequency domain results over a wide frequency range with a 
single time domain simulation.

• Possibility of hybridization with other numerical techniques.
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• Integration with SPICE type circuit solvers for the modeling of circuits containing 
active and non linear lumped devices.

• Reverse time simulation. Performing simulation with a negative time can be used for 
the image reconstruction of arbitrary shaped scatterers [6-7].

In particular, when both the capabilities of analyzing arbitrary geometries and han
dling non-linear effects are required, several other numerical methods are ruled out. 
Other methods, in fact, are either geometry specific, and therefore computationally more 
efficient (integral formulation), or they use the principle of superposition in their formula
tion, thus implying linearity (firequency domain methods).

The most widely used time domain differential techniques are the Finite Difference 
Time Domain Method (FDTD) [8] and the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method [9]. 
Recently, a new technique, based on the expansion of the electromagnetic fields using 
wavelets as basis functions, has been proposed [10-13]. Such a technique, called Multi- 
Resolution Time Domain (MRTD) method, is at a very early development stage, and 
does not represent, at the moment, a mature alternative for the two previously mentioned 
methods.

This thesis is focused on the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) technique. The 
TLM method is based on a space and time discrete formulation of Maxwell’s equations. 
The partial differential equations arising for field problems are solved with the aid of 
equivalent electrical networks, exploiting the analogy between field theory and transmis
sion line theory. The analysis is performed in the time domain and the entire computa
tional domain is discretized with a grid of TLM nodes. All the nodes are interconnected 
by virtual transmission lines. Excitations at the source nodes propagate to adjacent nodes 
through these transmission lines at each time step.

Like other numerical techniques, the TLM method is affected by several sources of 
inaccuracy. One of the disadvantages of TLM (and other space discrete methods) is the 
computational overhead incurred in analyzing electrically small details, in particular 
when highly non-uniform fields are involved. A detailed description of the method, 
together with different sources of error, will be given in the following chapter.

1.2 Accuracy of Space Discrete Methods
space discrete methods, such as Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Difference
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Frequency Domain (FDFD), FDTD, and TLM, are currently used for solving a wide vari
ety of field problems. The computational domain is discretized into a finite number of ele
mentary cells where the electromagnetic field is assumed to have a simple space 
dependence, very often linear. This assumption fails to accurately model sharp features, 
where highly nonuniform fields are present. This is typically the case at comers and 
edges, where the electromagnetic fields are singular. This source of inaccuracy is referred 
to as coarseness error.

For FDTD and TLM, the space discrete nature of the methods leads also to the pres
ence of other errors, such as the velocity and the discretization error. The velocity error is 
caused by the fact that the electromagnetic waves propagate in the discrete medium with 
different velocities in different directions. The discrete medium is therefore no longer iso
tropic. The discretization error is related to the difficulty of fitting exactly all the dimen
sions of the structure under investigation, because of the finite discretization step. Mesh 
grading and special nodes [14] can overcome this latter problem.

A comparison between velocity error and the coarseness error reveals that the latter 
is the dominant source of inaccuracy in most practical cases, and represents the most 
severe limitation to the maximum admissible cell size [15-16].

A direct solution to reduce the coarseness error is to use an extremely fine mesh, but 
this quickly leads to unacceptable memory and time requirements. A better approach is 
to use a variable [17] or multigrid mesh [18], so that a higher resolution can be obtained 
in that region. In this case the resources would still be larger than those of a uniform 
coarser mesh with a mesh parameter based on the dispersion error only.

It is known that in the vicinity of sharp edges the electromagnetic field is essen
tially independent of the external conditions, and it is ruled mainly by the static, singular 
behavior. It is therefore conceivable to create a hybrid scheme, where the field in the 
vicinity of edges is imposed from the a priori knowledge of the static solution, whereas 
the surrounding space and boundary conditions are modeled with the standard numerical 
method. In view of this approach, it is evident that a clear understanding of the relation
ship between field quantities and numerical method parameters is required, together with 
the degree of approximation involved.

The objective of this thesis is to understand and describe the link between the field 
equations and the TLM technique, and to increase the accuracy and efficiency of the 
method. This goal will be pursued by exploring novel schemes for implementing, into
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the Standard TLM algorithm, existing a priori knowledge of the electromagnetic field 
behavior.

1.3 Previous Work
The extremely large computational effort required for the analysis of electrically 

small details has been, since the very first stage of development, a common problem for 
time domain, space discrete methods. Studies on how to minimize this problem have been 
performed over the years, and several different approaches have been proposed.

A common technique consists in using mesh refinements in the regions of the com
putational domain where highly nonuniform fields are expected. Such a refinement can 
be achieved by means of a graded mesh, where the cell dimensions are maintained con
stant in each coordinate direction [19] or by means of a multigrid scheme, where a finer 
mesh is locally embedded in a coarser one [20]. Each of these techniques presents advan
tages and disadvantages, and the use of one or the other is largely left to the modeling 
engineer. A drawback of these methods lies in the fact that the required computing 
resources are still much larger than those required by a uniform coarser mesh, thus not 
very often providing a feasible and efficient solution.

For this reason research work has been focused recently on solutions based on local 
modifications of the time marching algorithms. This approach was first used for the mod
eling of boundaries which are not parallel to the coordinate axes. A vast literature is avail
able on this subject for the FDTD method [21-24].

Static field solutions have then been used in a variety of ways in order to introduce a 
local modification of finite difference algorithms, (FDTD, FDFD) [25-29]. Very often the 
static field solution is pre-computed by using a finer discretization, or is derived from 
analytical formulations.

Research work related to the TLM method has also been done. In [30] extra stubs 
are added to the TLM node circuit topology. The values of the new added elements is 
empirically determined. An approach based on the local modification of the energy 
stored around the edge has been proposed in [31]. The link lines surrounding the comer 
node are directly connected, thus simulating a faster propagation of the wave in the 
region. Correction factors are then introduced by surrounding the comer with loaded 
stubs with optimized characteristics. All these techniques are not systematic and require
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an optimization process to determine the values of the correcting elements.

1.4 Original Contributions
The following original contributions to the advancement of the TLM me±od are 

described in this thesis:

• Novel Derivation o f TLM Symmetrical Condensed Node scheme from Maxwell’s inte
gral equations.

The link between the electromagnetic theory and the TLM updating equations is 
explored. A novel derivation of the TLM SCN scheme from Maxwell’s integral equa
tions is presented. It is shown that the standard TLM scheme not only satisfies Fara
day’s and Ampere’s laws, but also implies a linear behavior for the electromagnetic 
waves traveling through the TLM node. Such a derivation clarifies the relationship 
between electromagnetic fields and circuit parameters and provides an insight into 
the approximations introduced by the discrete algorithm.

• New special SCN scattering algorithm fo r  singular regions

The problem of coarseness error is then addressed. The knowledge of the relationship 
between field equations and TLM equations is exploited to incorporate the static field 
behavior in the vicinity of singularities into the three-dimensional TLM mesh. The 
proposed procedure is systematic and does not require optimization of the correcting 
elements. As a result, relatively coarse TLM meshes can be used to obtain highly 
accurate results, within the dispersion error margin, across a wide frequency range. 
The accuracy is improved without an increase in the computational effort.

• New TLM comer node based on a quasi-static approximation of the Green's functions 
for an infinite conductive wedge

The presence of long term instabilities, arising from altering the standard TLM 
update equations, is investigated, and a new approach based on the derivation of an 
equivalent circuit is considered. With this new technique, the field distribution 
around a comer is represented in terms of an equivalent circuit derived from a quasi
static approximation of the Green’s functions for an infinite conductive wedge. A dis
cretization procedure for embedding the equivalent circuit in the TLM network, thus 
creating a hybrid scheme, is explored. The resulting hybrid algorithm is guaranteed 
to be unconditionally stable, since the modification of the TLM scheme is performed
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on the basis of a passive linear circuit. Different types of wedge geometries are inves
tigated. The method is then extended to knife edge septa of arbitrary length. Again 
this contribution leads to a pronounced improvement in accuracy when analyzing 
structures with sharp edges.
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1.5 Overview of the Present Thesis
After this introduction. Chapter Two will give a brief description of the Transmis

sion Line Matrix (TLM) method, both for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
case, with a general overview of the main sources of inaccuracy.

Chapter Three will describe a novel approach for deriving the scattering algorithm 
of the TLM symmetrical condensed node directly from Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell’s 
equations in their integral formulation will be applied, together with extra conditions 
based on physical considerations.

Chapter Four will derive a new TLM scattering algorithm for edge nodes based on a 
static approximation of the electromagnetic field in the proximity of singular points. The 
standard algorithm is only locally modified, thus maintaining the same computational 
load of a coarse mesh, without altering the algorithm throughout the entire computational 
domain.

Chapter Five will explore a new method to model the singular field regions based 
on a quasi-static approximation of the Green’s function for a perfectly conducting metal
lic wedge. An equivalent circuit is derived and embedded in the TLM mesh via a discreti
zation procedure. The stability of the hybrid scheme is guaranteed by circuit theory.

Finally, in Chapter Six, the conclusions of this thesis are presented, and future 
research directions opened up by this work are delineated.
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Chapter 2

The Transmission Line Matrix Method

2.1 Introduction
The Transmission line matrix method is a space and time discrete technique. It 

belongs to the category of time domain, differential numerical techniques. The method is 
based upon transmission line theory. In the same manner as a uniform electromagnetic 
plane wave can be associated with a single transmission line having a specific characteris
tic impedance and phase velocity, more complex electromagnetic phenomena can be 
modeled with a mesh of transmission lines. Such a network represents the equivalent cir
cuit of the structure under investigation, and classic circuit theory can be used for its anal
ysis.

The points at which these transmission lines are interconnected are referred to as 
TLM nodes. The finite space that contains the node and short sections of transmission 
lines is called a cell. At each timestep the voltage pulses incident upon the node are scat
tered to produce a new set of pulses, referred to as reflected or scattered pulses. The val
ues of the scattered voltage pulses are determined as linear combinations of the incident 
pulses, by means of a so-called scattering matrix [S]. In matrix notation, the entire pro
cess is described as:

J V ]  = [ S ] J V ‘] (2.1)

where the array of incident voltages [V‘] is scattered at the time step k according to the 
scattering matrix [S]. We assume the entire process to be instantaneous.

The reflected pulses propagate to the neighboring nodes and become incident on 
them at the next time step. In matrix notation the propagation algorithm can be written as:
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= [P IJV ^] (2 .2 )

where [P] represents the connection matrix. The combined effect of scattering and propa
gation, repeated at each time-step, creates the propagation of the pulses through the net
work. Voltage pulses travel through the mesh just like electromagnetic fields travel 
through space.

Depending on the type of circuit topology used to model the junction of the lines, 
several TLM nodes have been developed. For each of them a mapping between voltages 
and currents and the electromagnetic field components is available. Thus, by solving the 
TLM network, we can simulate what happens in arbitrary electromagnetic structures.

Due to the discrete nature of the method, the field values are available in a TLM 
simulation only at periodic time intervals At. The field values are only defined at specific 
points in space, that is at node center. If V| is the speed of propagation in the link lines, the 

value of At becomes:

A1
At, -  — (2.3)

So far a relation between the propagation of electromagnetic waves in free 
unbound space and the propagation of voltage and current pulses in a transmission line 
network has been established, such a connection representing the core of the transmis
sion line matrix technique. In order to simulate complex structures, containing materials 
other than free space, we need to define how to model the constitutive parameters of the 
media, how to insert boundary conditions and proper excitation sources.

A given value of permeability and permittivity for a defined portion of space is 
modeled by altering the energy content of each of the cells contained in that region. For 
example, when a higher value of permittivity is required, an open stub is added to each 
node so that, at each iteration, extra reactive energy is stored. As a result the wave propa
gating in that region slows down, thus simulating a medium with a higher dielectric con
stant. Similarly, a short-circuited stub is used for the modeling of arbitrary permeability 
values. More complex cases, such as lossy, anisotropic, and nonlinear media can still be 
handled, with the use of circuits more complex than simple stubs, where storage of sev
eral time-steps, presence of controlled sources, and presence of non linear devices might 
be required [32].
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Boundaries are described by terminating each transmission line that intersects the 
boundary with appropriate loads obtained through circuit theory. For example, electric 
walls are described by the reflection coefiflcient of a transmission line terminated by a 
short circuit (reflection coefficient F p  -1). They are usually placed half way between 

cells, at a distance Al/2 from the node center, or on the nodes themselves, so that synchro
nism of impulses reflected at boundaries is ensured. Particular attention must be drawn to 
the case of the so called Absorbing Boundary Conditions (ABCs). They represent a par
ticular class of boundaries, developed for proper termination of the computational 
domain. They do not correspond to any physical model, but they are necessary to ensure 
that the computational domain is finite. A vast literature [33-40] is available on this topic.

Sources and probes are placed in the desired positions to excite and sample the 
field. The time domain evolution of the field is recorded, yielding the transient response 
of the problem, and is processed to obtain further information (frequency domain data, 
scattering parameters, impedance of the structure, etc.). Since the entire process is simu
lated as it evolves in time, field animations can also be performed.

From the above description of the method it should be clear that the advantages of 
the Transmission Line Matrix technique reside in its flexibility, its capability of modeling 
a large class of media, and the possibility to handle complex, geometrically irregular 
structures.

As with other numerical techniques, the TLM method is affected by several sources 
of inaccuracy. Their presence must be well known to the modeling engineer in order to 
yield reliable and accurate results. In particular it is important to understand what is the 
relative weight of each of these sources of error, and how to minimize their impact on the 
result. The following typical sources of error affect a TLM simulation:

• The impulse response must be truncated in time.

• The propagation velocity in the TLM mesh depends on the direction of propaga
tion and on the frequency.

• The spatial resolution is limited by the finite mesh size.

In the following sections a review of the two- and three-dimensional free space 
TLM schemes will be given, together with a more detailed analysis of the common 
sources of inaccuracy. For an extensive review of the method and its applications the 
reader is referred to references [41-50].
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2.2 The Two-Dimensional TLM Scheme
Many electromagnetic problems are, due to the presence of either geometrical or 

electrical symmetries, two-dimensional (2D) problems. A typical example is the propaga
tion of TEjjo modes in homogeneous parallel and rectangular waveguides, in the presence 

of inductive irises, T-junctions, and bends having constant dimensions in the direction of 
the E-field. Furthermore, important characteristics of intrinsically three-dimensional 
stmctures can be determined with a 2D simulation. For example, the determination of the 
propagation constant of a inhomogeneously filled cylindrical waveguide of arbitrary 
cross section requires a 3D analysis, but the cutoff frequencies of all modes can be deter
mined with a simple 2D simulation.

Considering also the useful insight into the method that can be obtained, a brief 
description of the 2D TLM scheme is therefore of interest.

Depending on the circuit topology that is chosen for two intersecting transmission 
lines, two different 2D TLM schemes can be derived: the so called TLM Shunt Node and 
the TLM Series Node. It will be shown later that by applying the principle of duality 
only one type of node, either series or shunt, is needed to model both TE and TM fields, 
by establishing a different analogy between circuit and field quantities. For this reason 
the description of just one of the two schemes is of interest. In the following an analysis 
of the 2D TLM Shunt node is given.

Figure 2.1 a) Circuit topology o f the 2D TLM shunt node, b) Equivalent lumped
element model.
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The circuit shown in Figure 2.1 (a) represents the building block of the 2D-TLM 
Shunt node. Two transmission lines having the same characteristic impedance Zq inter

sect in a parallel connection.

Considering the node as a four-port circuit, its scattering matrix [S] can be easily 
derived by applying circuit theory rules. Consider an impulse traveling toward a shunt 
node. It will see a local reflection coefficient T, imposed by the parallel combination of 

the other three outgoing lines. That is:

Zq/ 3  Z q  

Zq/ 3  4- Z q '2 (2.4)

The transmission coefficient for each outgoing line is therefore given by:

Tj = l + T j  = ^ (2.5)

The more general case of four impulses being incident on the four branches of a 
node can be obtained by superposition from the previous case, taking advantage of the 

linearity of the problem. Denoting with v',, v(, v',, vj, the voltage impulses incident on lines 

1-4, the total voltage impulse reflected into the n-th line will be:

n — 1 , . . . ,4 (2 .6)

In matrix notation (2.6) becomes:

V'l

V^2 1

V's “  2

y '4 -

1
-1

1
1

1
1

- 1
1

i\ v'l

V*2
V3

J
k/ 4

(2.7)

The scattering matrix is therefore:

[S] = ^

-1
1
1
1

1

- 1
1
1

- 1

1
1
1

- 1

(2.8)
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The mapping between voltages and currents propagating through the mesh and the 
electromagnetic field quantities is established by carrying out a comparison between the 
differential equations governing the propagation through the mesh and Maxwell’s equa
tions. Figure 2.1(b) depicts the lumped element model of the TLM shunt node. L and C 
are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of an individual line. Due to the paral
lel connection at the node, the node capacitance is twice that of an individual line sec
tion. As long as A1 is very small with respect to the shortest wavelength of interest, the 
change in the x and z directions from one node to the next can be obtained by approxi
mating finite difference expressions with partial derivatives. In the following equation 
the changes in the x and z directions from one node to the next are shown, together with

the two-dimensional ̂  field equations in a virtual medium with constitutive parameters

a v „  3 T 3 H ,

9 ^  "  " ^ 3 t S t
a v „  3 l

"  " ^ â t a l
X

T t
3 L  3 V „ a n ,  a n . a E ,

8 t
X z

â t

(2.9)

From visual inspection it appears that the following equivalences between field and 
TLM mesh parameters exist:

Ey = Vy H , = 1, H , = - I ,  H„ = L e„ = 2C (2.10)

It is important to notice that if we assume the velocity of propagation on each link 
line to be equal to the velocity of light in free space c, then the propagation velocity v in 

the TLM mesh Is \ / J i  times the velocity of light:

c = V = .-i—  = -i=L= = (2 . 1 1 )
T l c  T i i X  Æ c  J 2

In fact, due to the shunt connection, the complete network of intersecting transmis
sion lines represents a medium of relative permittivity twice that of free space.

1. 8/3y = 0  = Hy = 0 , describing the TEpo modes in a rectangular waveguide, z being the
longitudinal direction
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As anticipated, the same wave properties can be modeled by a series-connected

mesh of transmission lines or, conversely, the other polarization* can be modeled as well 
by using the shunt node. According to Babinet’s principle, based on the dual nature of 
the electric and magnetic fields, one case can be transformed into the other by simply 
replacing Ey with Hy, e with p., and the impedances with the admittances. Particular atten

tion must be paid to the implementation of material interfaces involving partial represen
tation by dual quantities. In such a case the introduction of a corrective interface 
transformer might be required [48].

Linear isotropic media are implemented in the shunt node by loading the center of 
the node with a shunt open-ended stub. The length of the stub is Al/2 so that the synchro
nism of the scattering is maintained. At low frequencies the stub adds a lumped capaci
tance at each node, altering the total shunt capacitance of the node, and therefore 
increasing the dielectric constant of the simulated medium. The resulting scattering 
matrix becomes a 5x5 matrix.

2.3 The Three-Dimensional Symmetrical Condensed 
Node (SCN) TLM Scheme
From the description of the two-dimensional schemes, it is intuitive that a combina

tion of series and shunt nodes may be used to model all six electromagnetic components 
in three-dimensional space. Such a node, consisting of three shunt nodes in conjunction 
with three series nodes, is known as the expanded node [51]. The disadvantages of this 
structure lie in the fact that different field components and polarizations are physically 
separated in space and time. This causes difficulties in applying boundary conditions sim
ply and correctly. In order to overcome this problem several node topologies have been 
proposed in the last years. Among them we can mention the punctual or asymmetrical 
condensed node [52], where the advantage of having all field components available at the 
same point is counterbalanced by the fact that the node structure depends upon the spa
tial direction.

A scheme capable of combining the best features of the previous node topologies.

1. 3/3y = 0 Hj = = Ey = 0. describing the TM„o modes In a rectangular waveguide, z being the
longitudinal direction
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without retaining any of their drawbacks, has been proposed by Johns in 1987 [45]. This 
node, which is referred to as symmetrical condensed node (SCN), has become the formu
lation of three-dimensional TLM modeling and the most widely used type of TLM 
scheme.

The topology of the SCN is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of 12 ports to represent 
2 polarizations in each coordinate direction. The voltage pulses corresponding to the two 
polarizations are carried on pairs of uncoupled transmission lines. All the transmission 
lines have same characteristic impedance Zq.

Figure 2.2 Symmetrical Condensed Node (SCN) topology.

The derivation of the scattering properties for the SCN using an equivalent circuit 
approach is not as straightforward as in the 2D case. The SCN scattering matrix is derived 
by first establishing which of the 1 2  ports are coupled, on the basis of symmetry consider
ations. The values of the coupling coefficients are then determined by imposing general 
energy and charge conservation principles [42].

The resulting scattering matrix is [45]:
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[S] = :

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1
0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 -1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

(2 . 12)

Given the voltages on the link lines, the fields in the node center are available by 
applying a mapping matrix [M], as described in (2.13)

A1 ZqH = [M] • J V ‘] (2.13)

where Zg is the free space characteristic impedance, E and H are the electric and mag

netic field components, and [V‘] is the array containing the twelve voltages incident upon 
the node. The mapping matrix [M] is therefore a 6  by 12 matrix .

[M] = -

1 1 0 0 0 0 0  0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0  0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0  0 0 1  1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0  0 1 - 1 0 1  - 1 0 0 0 0
0 - 1  0 0 0  1 0 0  1 -1 0 0
1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1

(2.14)

A relationship between incident and reflected voltages and the electromagnetic 
fields parallel to the node boundaries is also available, as described in detail in Chapter 3.

The mapping between voltages pulses in the SCN and electromagnetic fields was 
until recently based upon the analogy between transmission line theory and wave propa
gation, and in general upon the analogy between circuit and field parameters. Direct deri
vations from Maxwell’s equations of 3D SCN TLM through the method of moments [53], 
and through the finite difference approximation of Maxwell’s equations [54] have been 
recently proposed. The following chapter of this thesis will focus on a novel approach for 
the derivation of the SCN scattering scheme, founded upon the discretization of the inte-
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gral formulation of Maxwell’s equations.

Since its first appearance, several contributions have been made to improve and 
extend the capabilities of the basic SCN formulation. To allow for the modeling of gen
eral lossless materials and non-uniform grading of the mesh cells, three open- and three 
short- circuit stubs have been added to the basic 12-port SCN [45]. In the so-called hybrid 
symmetrical condensed node (HSCN) only three open-circuit stubs are present, while the 
characteristic impedances of the lines are varied to account for mesh grading and to 
model the magnetic properties of the medium [55]. In a more recent development, the 
stubs are removed altogether and all medium properties are modeled by varying the char
acteristic impedances of the link lines [56-58]. Finally a general scheme, the so-called 
general symmetrical condensed node (GSCN) has been proposed very recently, unifying 
all the available condensed nodes into a single comprehensive formulation [59].

2.4 Sources of Errors in TLM
Like other numerical techniques, TLM is subject to several sources of error. The 

accuracy of each TLM simulation is affected by these errors, and each of them can be 
more or less predominant, depending upon several factors such as the type of structure 
under investigation, mesh size, frequency range of interest, etc.

An overview of the errors affecting the TLM method, together with a description of 
possible techniques for their reduction will be considered in the following.

• Velocity or dispersion error

The TLM mesh, due to its discrete nature, is inherently an anisotropic, periodic 
structure. The analogy between field and mesh parameters holds as long as the mesh is 
extremely fine compared with the wavelength. If the cell size is increased and 
approaches the order of a wavelength, the TLM mesh can no longer be considered as a 
continuum. While in free space an electromagnetic wave would travel isotropically in all 
directions and all frequencies, the velocity of propagation in a TLM mesh changes with 
the direction and the frequency of the wave. The error so introduced is referred to as 
velocity or dispersion error. From the analysis of the dispersion error both for the 2D and 
3D TLM schemes [60-61] it appears that a discretization of twenty cells per wavelength 
is, in most of the cases, more than sufficient to keep the dispersion error smaller than 1 %
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• Roundoff error

Every method requiring implementation on a computer is affected by the roundoff 
error. This error, due to the finite precision of digital computers, is negligible compared 
to the other sources of error. For this reason TLM is usually implemented using single 
precision floating point variables.

• Truncation error

Each TLM simulation must be necessarily carried out for a finite number of time 
steps. The truncation in time of the simulation affects the accuracy of the frequency 
domain response of the structure. In fact, due to the finite duration of the impulse 
response, its Fourier transform is not a line spectrum but rather a superposition of

— ^  — functions (Gibbs’s phenomenon) that may interfere with each other such that

their maxima are slightly shifted. This undesired effect decreases as the number of itera
tions increases. Most of the me±ods adopted for reducing the truncation error are 
directly borrowed from Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques. Among them we 
can mention the windowing of the time domain waveform [62], and spectral estimation 
methods [63]. Furthermore, is always desirable to suppress all unwanted modes close to 
the desired mode by choosing an appropriate excitation waveform, with the right spatial 
distribution and frequency content.

• Spurious modes

In TLM, the solution of an electromagnetic problem is reduced to the solution of an 
equivalent circuit problem. The continuum free space is replaced by a discrete mesh of 
transmission lines, and a mapping between the propagation of voltage and current pulses 
through the mesh and electromagnetic waves through space is established.

The TLM model, due to its discrete nature, also supports solutions that are not solu
tions of the continuous model. These non-physical solutions are referred to as spurious 
solutions or spurious modes. They are characterized by a very high spatial frequency and 
are strongly excited only at high frequencies. Several studies have investigated them [64- 
65]

The mathematical foundation for the presence of spurious modes lies in the map
ping between the voltages on the link lines and the electromagnetic field quantities. Con
sidering for example the symmetrical condensed node, twelve voltages are mapped into
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six field components. The space of solutions for the TLM model has therefore dimension 
twelve, while the continuous system supports only six dimensional solutions. Conse
quently, there is a six dimensional set of voltage configurations that gives a null electro
magnetic field that is solution of the numerical method itself, but not of the real physical 
model. A similar situation happens also in the 2D schemes, since 4 voltages are mapped 
into three field components.

Unless they are excited on purpose, physical and non-physical solutions are uncou
pled in free space, all of them being orthogonal solutions of a discrete model. This is no 
longer true when sources, either primary or secondary, are present in the structure. When 
exciting a given structure, particular care should be taken in the spatial configuration of 
the exciting waveform. Whenever possible a template with the spatial distribution of the 
desired modes should be used.

In the presence of secondary sources, energy is exchanged between physical and 
spurious modes. This is particularly critical in the vicinity of sharp features such as cor
ners and wedges, where field singularities arise.

The question of how critical the theoretical presence of these spurious solutions is 
as to the accuracy of the TLM simulations is still matter of strong investigation [6 6 ]. Nev
ertheless, the practical experience derived from the application of the TLM method to a 
large variety of electromagnetic problems, tends to relegate the presence of spurious solu
tions to a marginal role in the list of error sources.

• Coarseness error

The coarseness error originates in regions of the structure under study where the 
field is highly non uniform, and the TLM mesh is too coarse to resolve such steep varia
tions. This is particularly the case in the vicinity of comers and wedges where some com
ponents of the electromagnetic field are singular. The following methods can be adopted 
to minimize the coarseness error:

- Use of a fine mesh around regions with a highly nonuniform field. The fine mesh 
can be extended throughout the computational domain, or more efficiently, it can just be 
confined to a local sub-section [67].

- Use nodes with special properties in the vicinity of sharp features of the structure. 
Such nodes would account for the overall energy stored by the field in that area leading 
to a global characterization of the effect introduced by the edge.
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- Use the Richardson extrapolation. A sequence of simulations is performed with 
increasingly smaller Al, and the sought quantities are then extrapolated for an infinitesi- 
mally small cell [68-69].

Both velocity and coarseness errors appear in the results as a shift in the frequency 
characteristics of the structures under study. This shift is usually towards lower frequen
cies (negative shift), although particular combinations of dielectric and magnetic materi
als may lead to a positive shift.
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Chapter 3 

Derivation of the SCN Scheme from 
Maxwell’s Integral Equations

3.1 Introduction
Traditionally 3D SCN characteristics have always been derived by means of equiva

lent circuit approaches and by energy and charge conservation considerations [42]. Only 
recently several contributions have been made to establish a field theoretical foundation 
of the TLM method. A direct derivation of the TLM scheme from Maxwell’s equations is 
not only of theoretical importance in establishing a connection with other finite differ
ence methods such as Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD), but can also provide a 
better understanding of the physical model behind the algorithm.

A direct derivation between the TLM and Maxwell’s equations has been estab
lished first by Hang Jin et al. [54] by using differencing and averaging. Maxwell’s two 
curl equations are discretized in both space and time, and a new coordinate system of 
mixed time and space is created. An averaging of the field values in this new coordinate 
system is performed so that a mapping between TLM parameters and field values can be 
established.

A second approach, based upon the application of the method of moments (MoM) 
to Maxwell’s equations, has recently been proposed by Krumpolz [53]. Discretized field 
equations for the electric and magnetic field components are obtained by using, as subdo
main, basis functions, triangle functions in time, and a product of two-dimensional trian
gle functions and rectangular pulse functions with respect to space. The propagation 
firom the mesh nodes to the neighboring nodes, and the scattering in the mesh nodes, are 
expressed by Hilbert space operators. A new cell boundary mapping provides a bijective
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mapping between the twenty-four electric and magnetic field components and the twenty- 
four incident and scattered wave amplitude at one symmetrical condensed node. A gen
eral formulation based on Maxwell’s integral equations has also been proposed recently, 
both for two-dimensional and three dimensional cases [71-72].

The two approaches mentioned before are extremely valuable, and the results are of 
absolute importance in assessing the basic characteristics of the TLM method, from the 
evaluation of its accuracy to the dispersion analysis.

The main drawback of those approaches lies in their complexity. Concepts such as 
mixed space and time coordinate systems and Hilbert space are powerful and compact, 
but they can hide the physical understanding of the entire algorithm.

The purpose of this chapter is to describe a novel derivation of the TLM SCN 
scheme from the integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations. The extra conditions 
required for the mapping between TLM parameters and field values are obtained by 
imposing a certain behavior of the physical model. In particular, a linear behavior for all 
the electromagnetic waves traveling through the TLM node is assumed.

3.2 Conditions imposed by Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws
Maxwell’s two curl equations in their integral formulation are known as Faraday’s 

and Ampere’s laws respectively.

dl = ds ; ^ H - dl = e |^ |E  - ds (3.1)

S represents any arbitrary regular surface bounded by the curve C, E and H are 
respectively the three-dimensional electric and magnetic fields, e and |i are the absolute 
medium permittivity and permeability.

In the following the general geometry for modeling a TLM node is described, 
together with the surfaces of integration to be chosen for equations (3.1). Consider the 
geometry depicted in Figure 3.1(a). The cubic space of dimension Al represents the unit 
cell of a discrete TLM mesh. The cell is assumed filled with an isotropic medium of per
mittivity and permeability e and p., respectively. Electric and magnetic fields tangent at 
the cube faces are sampled at discrete time steps.
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Figure 3.1 Cubic TLM cell: (a) Field components tangent to the six faces o f the 
culte, at different time-steps. (b) The three integration surfaces where the integral 

form o f Maxwell’s equations is evaluated

A total of twenty-four field components, located at the six square surfaces, is there
fore given. Each of them is assumed to be constant over the entire surface. Consider now 
Figure 3.1(b). Three mutually orthogonal planes, within the unit cell, are depicted. They 
form the domains of integration S and C for eq. (3.1).

The integration of the equations (3.1) for the three surfaces shown in Figure 3.1 are 
carried out according to the following basic rules:

• The value of the field components at the node center is calculated as the spatial 
average of the values the same field component assumes on the four surrounding 
cube sides. Consider for example Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Field at the node center as average o f  the surrounding fields

The value of the electric field component directed along the y  direction at the 
node center is given by:

c  _  ^xny ^xpy
y 4

^zny ^zpy (3.2)

where, assuming ± e  origin of coordinates at the center of the cube, denotes 

a field component directed along the direction y, lying on the negative side of the 
cube with respect to the direction /, and Pipj denotes a field component directed 

along the direction y, lying on the positive side of the cube with respect to the 
direction i. The indices i , j  can be replaced by x, y, z, with i , j  £  {x,y,z} and i # y.

• Field values at a certain time step are given as temporal averages of the values 
of the same field component in the same point at a previous and successive point 
in time. For example:

pD + 1 / 2  , pn — 1 / 2  
p n  _  ^x p y  ^ x p y

xpy 2

( E ;+ '/ : ( c )  + E ;-1 /2 (C ))  
E“ (c) = — 1------------ ^ -------------

(3.3)

Time derivatives are approximated with a central difference scheme:
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3F
at t = nAt

p(n  +1/2) At _  p (n  -  1/2) At

At (3.4)

where At denotes the discrete time step.

In the following two sections the application of Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws to 
only one of the integration surfaces is shown. The final results for the other two planes 
are obtained in a similar manner, but only the final result will be given.

3.2.1 Faraday’s law applied to the surface S ŷ

The surface of integration together with the normal magnetic field component, 

and tangent electric field components, is shown in Figure 3.3.

xny xpy

ynx

Figure 3.3 Surface o f integration S^yfor Faraday’s law

Assuming a constant value of the field components over the domain of integration, 
we can write:

E ■ dl = Al (e|Jpy -  e"px -  e"„y + e j„ J

1 1 (3.5)

Each of the terms contained in the equation can be expanded by performing a time 
averaging for the electric components, and a spatial averaging for the magnetic compo
nents, as described in the previous section.
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I ai

In -  -
®xpy ■‘■^xpy “  f®ypx̂  + ®ypx̂

I U

y^xny ^'^xny

. I
I ""^2  "
l^ynx '*’ ®ynx

|i  (Al) 
At 4

n + :1 In-!-- n + i'^ 
^xnz hypz + hy„2

(3.6)

Grouping together the E and H components relative to the same cell side and time 
step, and after defining the transformations (3.7), we obtain the equation (3.8). Note that, 
due to the transformations (3.7), both the quntities E and H have the dimensions of Volts, 
and can therefore be linearly combined as shown in (3.8).

E x n V  =

Hxp-z*"" = Z o A lh :^ '/:

where

= A le ;^ / :

= A le ;^ '/ :

HjpV"" = ZoAlhJpV''" 

Hjn-z'"" = ZoA lh"dd-
„  _  llA l 
^ 0  ■ Â t T

(3.7)

[Expy + H ,pJ [E y p ,-H y p J " + '/ 2 _  +n+ 1/2.

[Ey.x + Hy.,] -  [E ,.y -  + [ E ,„  + Hyp,] " ‘  l ^  ^  ^ .S )

[ E , .y + H , . , ] " - ' / Z - ] E y . , - H y . , ] " - ' / 2

Equ. (3.8) can be written in a more compact form introducing the quantities 

^V‘, reported in (3.9), that represent a combination of normalized electric and mag

netic fields. They have the dimension of a voltage, and we refer to them as incident and

reflected voltages at the instant n ^ An incident voltage, indicated with a letter i as a 
superscript, is associated with electromagnetic waves entering the TLM cell at time (n-1/ 
2)At, while a reflected voltage, indicated with a letter r  as a superscript, is associated with 
electromagnetic waves leaving the TLM cell at time fn+//2)At. The polarization of each 
traveling voltage is described, following the traditional SCN notation adopted by Johns
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[45], with a subscript number ranging between 1 and 12. The resulting equation is 
reported in (3.10).

2 „ v ; ,  = [ ^ x p y + H x p z l
n + 1 / 2

2 „ V ‘n  = - H x p J "
-  1 /2

2 „ v ; 2  = [ ^ y p x — H y p J
n + 1 / 2

2 . v ; 2  = fEyp j j +  H y p J "
-  1 /2

2 „ v ;  = [ E x n y — H x n z l
n + 1 / 2

2 . V ^  = [ E x n y -
1 /2

2 „ v ;  = [ E y n x + H y n J
n + 1 / 2

2  v ;  = [ E y n x - - H y n z ] " -
1 /2

(3.9)

(3.10)

3.2.2 Ampere’s law applied to the surface

The surface of integration 5 ^  together with the normal electric field component, 

and tangent magnetic field components, are shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4 Surface o f integration for Ampere's law

Assuming a constant value of the field components over the domain of integration, 
we can write:

1. A more logical choice would appear to be V̂ n-l/2’ thus associating the scattering process
with a time delay whereas the propagation is instantaneous. In terms of implementation of the TLM 
algorithm it is irrelevant whether the time delay is associated with the scattering or the propagation. 
Since the scattering process is traditionally considered instantaneous, we define both V* and at 
the same instant n at which the scattering is performed.
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e |- jE  • ds -  (Al)

(3.11)

Each of the terms contained in the equation can be expanded by performing a time 
averaging at the electric components, and a spatial averaging for the magnetic compo
nents.

iA l
I 1n+r n- -

e (Al) 
At 4

I

1 I .n + -  n - -
*̂ ypx ■‘■^ypx

1

n + l  n - r ' '
^ynx ^ynx

n + 5 n + :̂  " +  5 n + -
®xp2 '*’ ®xnz ®ypz ^  ^ynz

1 1 n -  ■/  ' II n - r  n - -  n - -
^®xpz '*’ ®xnz "^®ypz ®ynz

I x - |
(3.12)

Grouping together the E and H components relative to the same cell side and time 
step, and after defining the transformation (3.13), we obtained the equation (3.14).

'xpy
n± 1/2

e Al p Al - 1

Yn — XTT — ( t i t ) — T"At 2 At 2

Hypz -  ZqAlhypg

= ZoAlhJ^'/^ 

Al  ̂ Al
(v = - = 2 c ) = . j ^  =

■ 1^0

(3.13)

[E ,pz-H ,py ]"+ '"^+  [E.nz + Hxny]""‘" " +  [Eypz + H y p J " + ' / 2  +

(Eynz n+ 1/2 _= [Expz -  H%py] n -  1 / 2 + [Exnz-Hxny] n -  1/2. (3.14)

[ E y p z - H y p J " - ' " '+ [ E y n z  + H y ,J " - ' / 2
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Introducing the normalized incident and reflected voltages as reported in (3.15), the 
equation (3.14) can be written in a more compact notation than in (3.10).

2„v ;o  = [% pz — Expyl
n + 1 / 2

2 n <  =  ̂ [ E x p z  +  H , p y ] "
-  1 / 2

2„V^ = [Exnz + Hxny]
n + 1 / 2

2 X  = [Exnz - H x » y ] " -
1 / 2

tEypz + Eypxl
n + 1 / 2

2 X  = [Eypz - H y p x l " -
1 / 2

2„V ; = [Eynz — Hynxl
n + 1 / 2

2„V^ = tEynz +  H y n J " -
1 / 2

(3.15)

n ^ îo + X + X + . v ;  = ( X „ + „ v ‘ + X + „ v ' ) (3.16)

3.23 Complete set of conditions imposed by Maxwell’s equations
The derivations described above can be carried out for the other two surfaces of 

integration, namely and (see Figure 3.1-b). In the following, the six equations 

derived from Maxwell’s equations, together with the definition of the twelve incident and 
reflected voltages, are summarized.

= _ (  v % _  v ; ^ _ ^ v : + X )  (a)

. ^ 6  -  + nV; = -  ( . ^ 1, "  X  -  + X )  (b)

+  = - ( .V ^  + X - n V L - » V ; )  ( 0

nVm + .v ;  + .v ;  + X  = (.V',0 + n <  + nV; + »V|.) (d)

nV; : + nV; + nV; + X  = ( . v ; , + +  X  + nV^) (e)

+ X + . v ; + X  = + n v ; + n v ; + X )  ( o
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2 „ v ; = [ E y n x  ^ y n z
n +  1 /2

2 „ v ;  = [ E y n x - H y n z ] " - ' " '

= [ E j n x  ~  ^ z n y
n -  1 /2

2 n X  = [ E z n x  +  H , , y ] - ' / :

2 „ v ; = [ E x n y  ~  ^ x n z
n +  1 /2

2 n V ^  = [ E x n y - H x „ z ] " - ‘ " -

= [ E z n y  +  H^nx
n +  1 /2

2 n <  = [ E z n y - H z n x ] " - ' " '

2 „ V ; = [ E y n z  ~  ^ y n x
n +  1 /2

2 „ V ^  = [ E y n z  +  H y , J " - ' / 2

2 X
=

[ E x n z  ^ x n y
n +  1 / 2

2 n V L  = [ E x n z - H x n y ] " - ' " '

2 X = [ E y p z  +  H yp x
n +  1 /2

2 n V ! , = [ E y p z - H y p J " - ' / :

2 „ V g
=

[ E z p y  ~  HzpX
n +  1 /2

2 n V l  = [ E z p y  +  H z p x ] " - ' " '

2 n v ; = [ E z p x  ^ z p y
n +  1 /2

2 n X  = [ E z p x - H z p y ] " - ' " '

2 X o = [ E x p z - H x p y
n +  1 /2

2 V ‘ o = [ E x p Z + H , p y ] " - ' / 2

2 „ V n = [ E x p y  H x p z
n +  1 /2

2 „ V \ i  = [ E x p y - H x p z ] " - ' " '

2 „ v ; 2 = [ E y p x  ~  H yp z
n +  1 /2

2 n < 2  = [ E y p x  +  H y p J " - » / :

(3.18)

Applying (3.2) and (3.3) to all the field components yields an expression for fields 
at the node center at time step n, in terms of incident or reflected voltages:

K

e ;

Ez

2

Hx 2

f v' -  v ‘ + V* -  v' 1„ n  _  ''n^'lO n ^ 6 ^ n ^ 2
Hy -  2

K  =
(.V'i2 - / , + X - n V ' u )

(3.19)

3.2.4 Derivation of the scattering matrix
From the direct application of Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws, six equations for 

twenty-four variables - twelve incident and twelve reflected voltages - have been derived 
(3.17). In order to define a scattering matrix [S] that provides a bijective mapping 
between reflected and incident voltages, six extra equations have still to be imposed. The
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choice of these extra conditions is, to a certain extent, arbitrary, the lossless condition for 
the matrix [S] being the only condition to be satisfied:

[S] [S]T = [I] (3.20)

Incident and reflected voltages, as defined in (3.18), represent wave planes travel
ing along the three coordinate axes, sampled at the cell boundaries. Each plane wave

entering the node (incident wave V‘) propagates through it and, after a time-step At, 

leaves the cell at the opposite face (reflected wave V )̂. V‘ is incident on the node at the 

time n-1/2 while leaves the node at the time n+U2. The propagation of six wave 
planes in three different directions is depicted in Figure 3.6. For each direction of propa
gation the two polarizations normal to the direction of propagation have been considered.

The value of the plane waves is defined only at the cell boundaries, but no condi
tion has been so far imposed on the values they assume at the node center. Consider, for 
example, the picture shown in Figure 3.5. The plane wave associated with the voltage V5  

enters as incident wave into the TLM cell at the instant n-l/2, travels through the node 
until it reaches the node center at the instant n, and then leaves the node as reflected volt
age VJO at the time step n+1/2.

(E^. Hy =v|, 

.(E^-Hy)"= ?
v\10

Figure 3.5 Wave propagating along +x, (z-polarized). TLM associated voltage
pulses: v̂ .

The value assumed by the plane wave at the node center is not determined. Con
straints regarding this value can be added, thus giving the six extra conditions needed for 
the determination of the [S] matrix. We assume a linear behavior of plane wave propagat-
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ing through the node. That is the value of the waves at the node center, at the instant n, is 
equal to the average of the incident and reflected waves. For example, considering the 
case shown in Figure 3.5, we have:

( E  - H  ( E - H
(3.21)

Wave propagating along +x (y-polarized)

(Ey + Ĥ )"
(Ey + HJ',n+I/2

Wave propagating along +y (x-polarized)
n+ l/2(Ex-H,)

(Ex-HJ"

(Ex-HJ

Wave propagating along (y-polarized)

V  *V(Ey-HJ 
^(Ev - HJ"

n+I/2(Ey-HJ

Wave propagating along +x (z-polarized)

(Ê  - Hy)"-‘̂
(E^-Hy)"
(Ez-Hy),n+I/2

Wave propagating along +y (z-polarized)
n+ l/2(Ez+ H J

(Ez + Hj"

n -l/2(Ez + HJ

Wave propagating along +z (x-polarized)

(E, +
(Ex + Hy)" 

(Ez + Hy)"̂ *'̂

Figure 3.6 Six plane waves propagating through the node in three different
directions.
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The first term of (3.21) is then expanded by using (3.19).

Applying this averaging procedure for each direction of propagation and polarization (see 
Figure 3.6), yields the following six equations:

2  "  n ^ 3

/ c n —1 / 2  Tjrii—I / 2 \  , / c n  + l / 2  T i n + l / 2 \

e; - h; = 3 — -«> > = X + v;„
/ c n — 1 / 2  r j n —l / 2 \  , / c n  +  1 / 2  Trn +  I / 2 \

e ;  -  h ;  = 3  3 , > = X +  X :
(3.22)

/ p H  — 1 /2  , ttH — I / 2 \  . / p n  + 1 /2  , ttH +  I / 2 \

e; . h; = 3 .,.31> >;.3  > = X +X
r „  „ n  . +

r ; n , n  ( E ; - " '  +  H r 3  +  ( E r " '  +  H r ' X

Substituting the equations (3.19) in (3.22) the following six equations are finally deter
mined:

.v;=̂ (X+XD+.vxx)
X  = | ( X + X + X „ - X )

x=i(.vxx2+Xo-X)
X o  = | ( . < + X + X - X )

X ,  = | ( . < + X + X 2 - X )  

X 2  = i ( X + X + X , - X 3 )

Equations (3.17) and (3.23) can be expressed in a very compact manner with a matrix

(3.23)
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notation;

= [y ,. . .

[P ,] - V =  [Pj] -V* 

V  = [S] ■ V'

[S] = [P^]-*- [Pil

(3.24)

where:

[P|] =

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1 0 0
1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

[Pr] = 4

2 2 0
0 0 2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 2 0

- 2  0 2
0 1 -1
1 0 0
0 0 1

- 1 0  0 
0 - 1 0  
0 0 0

0 0 0
2 0 0
0 2 2

- 2  2 0
0 0 - 2
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 - 1
0 - 1 0  
1 0 0
0 1 0

-1  0 1

0 0 2 0 0 2
0 2 0 0 2 0
2 0 0 2 0 0

-2  2 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 2 2  0 0
0 0 0 0 - 2  2 
0  0  1 0  1 0

0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0  1 0  0  0

0  1 0  1 0  0

(3.25)

(3.26)
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[S] = 4

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1
0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 -1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

(3.27)

The obtained scattering matrix is identical to the SCN scattering matrix (1.12) 
derived by Johns [45] using only energy and charge conservation principles.

3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter the symmetrical condensed node scattering scheme has been derived 

directly from the application of the integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations, namely 
Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws.

A cubic portion of space bounded by six reference planes has been chosen as 
model for a TLM cell. Transverse electromagnetic field components were sampled at 
each boundary plane. Traveling wave amplitudes have been associated with linear combi
nations of the transverse field components, and pulses incident upon the cell and 
reflected from it have been defined. Plane waves entering as incident waves in the TLM 
cell at the instant n-l/2, travel through the node, reach the node center at the instant n, and 
then leave the node as reflected waves at the time step n+l/2. Six equations linking inci
dent and reflected waves were directly given by Faraday’s and Ampere laws applied 
upon surfaces of integration within the TLM cell. The other six equations were deter
mined by imposing a linear behavior for each of the waves propagating through the node. 
Thus, the value for a given plane wave at the node center was set equal to the average of 
the value of the same wave when entering and leaving the node.

The scattering matrix relating reflected and incident waves amplitudes has then 
been determined with simple matrix operations, and found to be equal to the scattering 
matrix for the SCN derived with a different approach in [45], thus proving that the
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assumption of linear behavior for wave propagating within the TLM cell respects the 
requirement of energy and charge conservation.

It is important to note that in the application of the Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws 
we have assumed the same cell dimensions of A1 in all directions (cubic cell) and isotro
pic medium. These characteristics made it possible to find a linear combination of trans
verse electromagnetic fields defining incident and reflected waves consistently 
throughout the corresponding six equations. If one of these conditions is not met - either a 
non-cubic cell or a diagonal anisotropic medium is considered - then it is no longer possi
ble to define incident and reflected pulses as in (3.18), valid for all the surfaces of integra
tion. It is still possible to define twelve incident and reflected waves, but extra terms must 
be artificially added in order to compensate for the asymmetry of the problem and to sat
isfy Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws. These extra terms lead to the introduction of open and 
short circuited stubs. A physical interpretation in terms of plane wave averaging is how
ever meaningless and the scattering matrix for the stub loaded SCN can not be carried 
out following the same approach as described in this chapter.

The derivation of the fundamental equations of the three-dimensional TLM method 
from the integral formulation of Maxwell’s equations is most valuable not only for its 
importance in assessing the basic characteristics of the TLM method, but also, and above 
all, for the light it sheds on the physical nature of the algorithm. The relationship 
between electromagnetic fields and circuit parameters is clarified, and the approxima
tions introduced by the discrete algorithm are emphasized.

Even though the subject of coarseness error has not been explicitly mentioned, the 
material presented in this chapter provides the background for a deep comprehension of 
the nature of the problem, for understanding which sources of error are introduced, and 
what needs to be done to minimize them. It provides therefore a solid knowledge-base 
upon which to build the remaining chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Static Field Correction

4.1 Introduction
As outlined in the second chapter of this thesis, the TLM method belongs to the cat

egory of space discrete methods. The computational domain is discretized into a finite 
number of elementary cells where the electromagnetic field is assumed to have a simple 
behavior, very often linear.

A common drawback of space discrete techniques is the difficulty to accurately 
model sharp features, where highly nonuniform fields are produced. This is typically the 
case with comers and edges, where the electromagnetic fields are singular. This problem, 
which we have already referred to as coarseness error, is not accounted for in the stan
dard TLM algorithm, and it represents very often the most serious source of inaccuracy.

In the presence of a field singularity, the assumption of linear space dependence of 
the electromagnetic field over a single cell is no longer acceptable, unless a very fine 
mesh is used. As a result the energy and the field distribution in the proximity of comers 
and edges are poorly represented. The coarseness error causes in general a frequency 
shift in the frequency domain characteristics that is unacceptable when dealing with nar
row-hand stmctures.

Another source of error related to the space discrete nature of TLM is the disper
sion or velocity error. The discrete computational domain is an anisotropic, periodic 
stmcture. The mesh can be considered approximately continuous only if it is extremely 
fine compared with the smallest wavelength of interest. As a result the maximum cell 
size A1 must be much less than Typically a value of Al=\niV^() yields a dispersion 

error of less than one percent.
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A comparison between the dispersion and the coarseness error reveals that the 
coarseness error is the dominant source of inaccuracies in most of the practical cases and 
represents the most severe limitation to the maximum admissible Al. In particular, it is 
known that, in the presence of certain discontinuities such as sharp knife edges, the con
vergence of the discrete solutions decays from a quadratic to a linear behavior [16]. The 
decline of FDTD and TLM methods from second order to first order accurate algorithms 
has been recently proved by De Menezes et al., who solved analytically the difference 
equations for structures containing knife edge discontinuities [74].

One way to reduce the coarseness error is to use an extremely fine mesh, but this 
quickly leads to unacceptable memory and time requirements. A better approach is to use 
a variable or multigrid mesh, so that a higher resolution can be obtained in the discontinu
ity region [75]. In this case the resources would be still larger than those required by a 
uniform coarser mesh fixed by the dispersion error only.

A solution based on a local modification of the standard time domain algorithm 
would have the advantage of requiring the same computational load as a coarse mesh, 
but introducing the necessary correction only in the region of interest, and without alter
ing the algorithm throughout the remaining computational domain. Such a modification 
has to be based on the a-priori knowledge of the field behavior within the singular region, 
so that one or more coarse smart cells surrounding the comer embed the edge properties.

In this chapter a novel approach to incorporate knowledge of the static field behav
ior in the vicinity of singularities in a three-dimensional TLM mesh is described. A TLM 
comer node, containing the information on the presence of the singular field, will be 
derived. The procedure is systematic and does not require optimization of the correcting 
elements. As a result, relatively coarse TLM meshes may be used to obtain highly accu
rate results, within the dispersion error margin, across a wide frequency range. The new 
scheme will be validated via simulation of canonical problems.

In section 4.2 a general overview of field singularities, with particular emphasis on 
the static expansion of singular fields, will be given. Section 4.3 will focus on the descrip
tion of singular field regions by TLM, and will provide an intuitive description of the 
causes of the coarseness error. In section 4.4 a new scattering scheme for a so-called cor
ner node, based on a static expansion of the electromagnetic field, will be presented and 
validated via simulations of canonical problems. Final conclusions will then be drawn 
and discussed.
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4.2 Sharp corners and singular fields
Wedges in real structures are often quite sharp; their model is usually assumed to 

be infinitely sharp. This idealization is valid only when the radius of curvature of the edge 
is negligible with respect to other relevant lengths, and it leads to the presence of singu
larities of the fields. The singular behavior at an edge follows from the requirement that 
the energy density near the edge must remain integrable, that is, the energy must be finite 
[76-77]. Consider the perfectly sharp metallic edge shown in Figure 4.1. In the vicinity 
of the edge the field can be expressed as a power series in r. It is assumed that this series

has a dominant term r'̂ , where v can be negative. However, the value of v must be 
restricted such that the energy stored in any region surrounding the edge remains finite. 
To impose a finite energy is equivalent to imposing the condition:

ill (eiEp + rdrdijxdy < (4.1)

0

Figure 4.1 Perfectly sharp metallic edge

It can be proved [77] that the finite energy condition (4.1) imposes the following 
asymptotic behavior of the electromagnetic field:
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71
V =

( i K - a )

E H ~const
y (4.2)

By virtue of (4.2) we can state that near the edge of a perfectly conducting wedge 
of internal angle a  less than k , the normal components of E and H become singular, but 
the components of E and H tangential to the edge remain finite. In particular the tangen
tial electric field vanishes on the edge while the tangential magnetic field assumes a finite 
value. The charge density Pg on the surface, proportional to the normal component of E, 

also exhibits a singular behavior, as well as the current tangential to the edge, which is 
proportional to

4.2.1 Static Expansion
The singular behavior of the electromagnetic field near an edge is essentially static 

or quasi-static. In fact, close to the edge, the spatial derivatives of the fields are much 
larger than the time derivatives, so that the latter may be neglected in Maxwell’s equa
tions. Therefore, when r is very small, propagation effects are not important since the sin
gular behavior is a local phenomenon.

The static expansion given in the following will be the basis for the derivation of a 
TLM comer node, as described in the next sections of this chapter. Considering the geom
etry of Figure 4.1, the electric and magnetic field components parallel to the wedge can 
be expanded as [78], where the variable t indicates a time dépendance:

E (r, (|), t) = a( t ) r ' ^‘s in(v, ( j ) )+P(t )  • r'"-• sin (v,<t>)-f-y(t) r'^^sin (v,(()) + ... (4.3)

H y ( r ,  <|), t) = Co(t)-f-c, (t) • r'"‘ - sin (v,<|))+Cj(t) r'^-sin (VjCl)) + ... (4.4)
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The case of a knife edge (a=0) will be considered in particular (Figure 4.2). The 
expressions (4.3) and (4.4) are therefore rewritten as in (4.5) and (4.6), considering this 
specific case.

Figure 4.2 Geometry o f a knife metallic edge

E (r, (|), t) = a ( t ) r ^ s i n ( | )  + p ( t )  -r- sin (<t>) + y(t) r^sin (^(j)) + ... (4.5)

H y  (r, {(), t )  =  C g ( t )  + c , ( t )  r^ sin ( | )  + C 2 ( t )  rsin ((j)) + (4.6)

4.3 TLM representation of singular field regions
In this section the modeling of a singular field region with the TLM method will be 

described. Particular emphasis will be given to the limitations of the model.

As we have seen previously, the electromagnetic field distribution is discretized in 
the TLM method into a finite number of cells, each of which is assumed to contain a field 
of constant value. While this approximation is valid when the field has a smooth distribu
tion, it becomes very inaccurate when the field is highly nonuniform, such as in the pres
ence of a singularity.

Consider for example the common case of a knife edge singularity (Figure 4.2) 

where the normal field components are known to have a singularity of the type i /  ( 7 r ) ,
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according to the expression (4.2), where 0 =0 , and v=l/2.

Figure 4.3 (a)-(b) depicts a three-dimensional plot of the i/(7r) function in the 
vicinity of the origin (similar to the field at the tip of the metallic wedge) and the equiva
lent TLM representation, with the continuous field spatially sampled with rectangular 
pulse functions. It is clear that TLM gives a good description of the field only far away 
from the comer, where the field behaves smoothly, whereas in the vicinity of the singular 
region the model is obviously inadequate.

As a consequence, the energy stored in a volume containing the singularity, propor

tional to the integral of lEî  and IH) ,̂ is also misrepresented. Hence, the reactive load 
associated with the energy storage is poorly modeled, and therefore a frequency shift 
error is introduced in the TLM simulation results.

Figure 4.3 Three-dimensional plot of: (a) \/{Jr) function, with singularity in the 
origin, (b) equivalent representation with the TLM modeling.

The impact of the coarseness error appears clearly when we analyze even a simple 
problem such as the calculation of ± e  resonant frequency of a finned cavity. In Figure 
4.4 we have drawn the geometry of the cavity and the plot of the first resonant frequency 
for three different discretizations. Assuming that the value of the resonant frequency 
obtained with the finest mesh is the most accurate, we can determine the relative error for
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each discretization, and compare it with the dispersion error. The dispersion error is the 
only error present in the analysis of the resonant frequency of the empty cavity. Even 
though this is an approximation, it gives nevertheless a clear picture of the magnitude of 
the two different phenomena. Unless only free wave propagation is considered, the 
coarseness error represents the most serious cause of inaccuracy.

Al=0.1666 mmAl=0.333 mmAl=l mm

1 2  mm

Disp. Err = 0.2%

Coar. Err. = 2.0%
6  mm

3 mm
Finned Rectangular Cavity

Figure 4.4 Resonant frequency o f a finned cavity, and comparison between dispersion
and coarseness error.

One possible way to reduce this error is to locally modify the amount of energy 
stored around the edge. Even though the field remains poorly described, the error in the 
resonant frequency decreases. Since a singular field is essentially a static field, this a pri
ori knowledge can be introduced in the method, thus yielding an improvement in accu
racy.

In the next section the static expansions (4.5) -(4.6) will be used to derive a local 
modification of the algorithm in the vicinity of a knife edge. A new scattering scheme for 
a so-called comer node will be determined.

4.4 TLM Comer Node
Consider Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates y-r-<j):
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3 E ,  3E y

3y
3H,

3r
3H,

d y  d r

=

= e-

at

at

(a)

(b)

(4.7)

Equations (4.7) (a) and (b) will be approximated in the vicinity of a knife edge by 
making use of equations(4.5) -(4.6) for the Ey and Hy components, and by substituting a 

central difference scheme for the time derivative.

4.4.1 TM-Polarization
Consider the case of the knife edge embedded in a TLM mesh shown in Figure 4.5.

(Al. tc/2)

(Al,

(Al/2, rc)

Figure 4.5 Knife edge in a TLM mesh; the edge is placed on TLM nodes

We want to implement the equation (4.7)-(a) including the edge condition (4.3) at 
the three TLM link lines. At three middle points we have:

a n ^ ( 2 ' 4*,0  a E y ( —,([),t) aE^(—, (j>,t)

at d r dy (4.8)

Replacing the time derivative with the central difference scheme, and recalling the 
mapping between voltages and fields between link lines in the 3D-SCN node (see equa
tions (3.18)), the following relationship for the voltage pulses incident at the points 1,2,3
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can be determined;

where Zq is link line characteristic impedance, are the voltage pulses incident 

on the points 1,2,3 from the comer node and ,̂ V‘ are the voltage pulses incident on the

points 1,2,3 from the external nodes at the iteration. Note that the correction algo
rithm exploits the reflected and incident voltages at the comer node during the previous 
time step, thus increasing the information contained in that cell. The polarization of the 
voltage pulses has not been explicitly defined since it depends on the actual direction of 
the metallic wedge in the structure under investigation, and it is therefore a information 
that must be provided only during the implementation of the algorithm.

The second term of equation (4.9) can be evaluated using the static expansion (4.3). 
Considering only the first term of the expansion, we have:

Thus, the value of the derivative is expressed as a function of the value of the elec
tric field at the adjacent node. Note that in a standard central difference scheme, such as 
that used in the FDTD method, the expression (4.10) would be written as:

f)

3r
_  Ey(Al,({)) - E y ( 0 ,(i)) _  Ey(Al,(j))

TLM
(4.11)

where Ey has been considered null on the comer.

The difference between the standard central difference scheme and the expression 

derived from the static expansion resides in the multiplying term 1 / { J l ) . This extra fac-
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tor can be interpreted as a local modification of the permeability in equation (4.7)(a). By 
increasing the permeability of the cells surrounding the comer we increase the magnetic 
energy stored in that region, compensating in this way for the poor representation of the 
energy in that area.

The modified scattering procedure for the first-order approximation is obtained by 

solving equation (4.9) with respect to and is given by:

J i m  3y ^
(4.12)

A higher order approximation can be performed considering the first three terms of 
the expansion (4.3). The derivative of Ey at the three middle points is then:

Al I
9Ey(y ,4) , t )   ̂ Al "2 4) ^
 2---------- =  ;ra(t)  ( — ) s i n ( - )  + P ( t )  sm((|)) 4-

(4.13)
2

3 Al 2 3
2 Y( 0  ( y )  sin (-<]))+. . .

where the coefficients a(t), |3(t), y(t) are unknown and have to be found at each iteration. 
Their value can be determined by evaluating the electric field Ey at the three nodes sur

rounding the comer node (see Figure 4.6) at each time step and solving a linear system.
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Figure 4.6 Location o f the electric field at surrounding nodes used fo r  
the evaluation o f the expansion coefficients

The solution gives values of a , P, y, as a function of the voltages E^y E^y.

a  =
(72EJ + 2 E2 + ^ e J )  

4r„

Y = -
( E ; - ^ e 2  + e J)

2 j2 r l

2 r,0 (4.14)

Tg — JaÏ

The modified scattering procedure for higher-order approximation is obtained by 

solving (4.9) with respect to and using (4.14):

G((j), k) = ^ a ( k A t )  ( y )  sin ( | )  +p(kAt)  sin (({)) +

i  \
AT 2 . ,3

^y(kAt) ( y )  sin (-(])) (4.15)

/
Al^ 9E,

Vic = VL + V| ;_ , -  V‘ _,  + y - . (G«^, k) - -^^)
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The spatial derivative 3E/3y, present in (4.12) and (4.15), is evaluated with a cen
tral difference scheme.

4.4.2 TE-Polarizadon

The calculations for the TE polarization (equation 4.7(b)) are carried out in a similar 
manner as for the TM polarization. Considering the first of the equations (4.7)(b), and the 
edge condition (4.3), together with the mapping between voltages and fields between link 
lines in the SCN node, the following scattering process is obtained:

( Po r t - 3 )

AlAt 9Hy
( V [ + V ' )  -  ( V L ,  + V ' _ , )

(Por t -1 ,2)

where the derivative of Hy can be approximated as:

(4.16)

9H 1 Al 2 3
-g p  = 2 ^ 1  (0  ( y )  cos(<j>)+C2 ( t ) c o s ( 2 <>)+. . .  (4.17)

Note that a first order approximation for the Hy component would lead to the trivial con

dition ^  = 0 . The values of the constant Cj and C2  can be determined by evaluating the 

magnetic field Hy at the three nodes surrounding the comer node (see Figure 4.6) at each

time step and solving a linear system as a function of the magnetic fields H(. , H y, H^.. 

The solution of the linear system is reported in (4.18).
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Figure 4.7 Location o f the magnetic field at surrounding modes used 
fo r  the evaluation o f the expansion coefficients

Finally, the modified scattering procedure for the TE polarization is obtained by 

solving (4.16) with respect to and using (4.18);

1 Al 2 3
(4>, k) =  - c ,  (kAt) {— ) cos(<j)) +C2 (kAt)cos(-(| ))

v [ = vr , +V! - V !

(Por t - 3 )  

: AlAt
’'k e ' (GyE 8 y

(P o r t - 1,2) 

AlAt
(G-pE k) -  - ^ )

(4.19)

The spatial derivative aE/3y is evaluated with a central difference scheme.

A little note regarding the fact that now there are different scattering algorithms for 
port 3 and ports 1-2. The reason for this difference with respect to the previous case lies 
in the mapping between electromagnetic fields and voltage pulses sampled on the TLM 
cell boundaries. This mapping has been derived in chapter 3, and summarized in equa
tion (3.18). According to this mapping the magnetic field component Hy at port 3 is pro
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portional to V^-V, while at the ports two and one a minus sign is present, that is Hy is 

proportional to This difference of sign is then maintained also in (4.19).

4.5 Results
In order to validate the described approach, the scattering procedures (4.15)-(4.19), 

derived from the static field expansion, have been implemented into the TLM 3D-SCN, 
and used for the analysis of canonical problems. The first structure taken into consider
ation is a rectangular cavity with an asymmetric inductive iris in the center.

The first resonant frequency of the finned cavity have been calculated. The cavity 
walls have been placed between nodes and the inner fin has been placed on the nodes. 
The cavity has been analyzed first using the standard TLM algorithm with three different 
discretizations. First and higher order static corrections have been then implemented, con
sidering only the coarsest of the three meshes.

a/ 2a/ 2

a=9 mm, b=5 mm, c=4.5 mm

Figure 4.8 Rectangular cavity with an asymmetric inductive iris

The time domain waveform as well as the frequency domain results are shown in 
Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10.
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Z)

0.05 •

-0.05 TLM
First Corr.
3 Points Corr.

0.2 0.3 
Time (ns)

0.4 0.5

Figure 4.9 Time domain waveform (Al = 1 mm)

-O 1)

.Ü 3  0^

Al=l mm

Al=l mm

TLM
 First Corr.
 3 Points Corr.

'•Al=0.2 mm ' 
'Al=l/3 mm 
~A1=1 mm

Figure 4.10 First resonant frequency o f  the finned cavity. Different discretizations,
with and without comer correction.

The frequency domain results show that the coarseness error which affects the stan-
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dard TLM simulations is strongly reduced by the introduction of the static correction. A 
reference value for the resonant frequency can be derived from the three pure TLM simu
lations by using a Richardson’s extrapolation for Al -> 0 [69]. It is interesting to note that 
the correction introduced by approximating the static field with just one term of the static 
expansion is already sufficient to reduce the coarseness error considerably. As expected, 
the higher order approximation provides a more effective correction. The results for a 
rectangular cavity with an asymmetric inductive iris are summarized in Table 4 . 1

Table 4.1. Rectangular cavity with an asymmetric inductive iris. Resonant frequencies
(GHz)

Al 1  mm 0333 nun 0 . 2  mm Al -> 0 Err. (%)
TLM 31.732 31.062 30.922 30.708 3.3%

1 Point Corr. 31.323 - - 2 .0 %
3 Point Corr. 30.889 - - 0.59%

A second structure that was examined is a parallel plate waveguide resonator with 
an asymmetric capacitive iris in the middle. The waveguide is terminated with a metallic 
wall at the two extremities, so that a resonant cavity is created.

b=9 mm d= 6  mm
a=18mm c= 1 0  mm

Figure 4.11 Resonant cavity in parallel plate waveguide with capacitive coupling 

As for the previous structure, the first resonant frequency of the cavity has been cal-
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culated. The cavity has been analyzed first using the standard TLM algorithm with three 
different discretizations. The higher order static corrections have then been implemented, 
considering only the coarsest of the three meshes. TLM simulations of such an elemen
tary configuration (simple waveguide loaded with a capacitive discontinuity), are known 
to be affected by a large error, with results considerably shifted in the frequency domain. 
Moreover, a very coarse mesh has intentionally been considered in order to highlight the 
coarseness error and its correction. A reference value for the resonant frequency can be 
derived from the four pure TLM simulations by using a Richardson’s extrapolation for Al 
> 0. The resonant frequencies for different discretizations are depicted in Figure 4.12 and 

summarized in Table 4.2.

Al=l mm
0.8

1=1 mm
Al=l/3 mmT3

N 0.6
Al=l/5 mm

IÎ 0 .4

 TLM
 3 Points Corr.

11.5 14

GHz

Figure 4.12 First resonant frequency o f the parallel plate waveguide cavity, loaded 
with a capacitive iris. Different discretizations, with and without comer correction.
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Table 4.2. Parallel plate waveguide with capacitive iris. Resonant frequencies (GHz)

Al 1  mm 1/3 mm 1/5 mm 1 / 1 1  mm AI->0 Err.
(%)

TLM 11.175 11.935 12.105 12.260 12.508 1 0 .6 %

Static
Correction

12.510 - - 0 .0 2 %

Even when a very coarse mesh is used, the previous simulations show that the intro
duction of the static-held correction yields an improvement in the accuracy with negligi

ble impact on the computational timeL These results are consistent with those obtained 
with a standard TLM algorithm with cell sizes hve to six times smaller, but are obtained 
with a signihcant saving in computational effort.

Long term instabilities have been observed in the simulation of structures where a 
strong coupling between TE and TM polarizations is present. This is an undesirable char
acteristic common to those techniques where time marching algorithms are modihed by 
locally altering the update equations, as in the method proposed in this chapter [79-80]. 
The effect of changing any individual term in an update equation on the stability of a 
complex time domain algorithm such as TLM is extremely difficult to predict [81]. A 
possible explanation could be associated with the presence of spurious solutions in the 
discrete TLM solutions. Physical and non-physical solutions, usually uncoupled in a free 
space propagation, are strongly coupled in the presence of sharp discontinuities. The 
modified algorithm, based upon a physical assumption of static field, could therefore dis
rupt the energy conservation of the discrete TLM scheme.

In order to avoid such a problem, it is necessary to derive correction techniques for 
which stability is an intrinsic characteristic. Circuit-based techniques have, for example, 
such an appealing feature. Given any complex passive circuit topology, it is known, from 
circuit theory theorems, that the system is unconditionally stable. Besides the guarantee

1. The computational time can vary according to many factors, such as the desired frequency resolution, 
whether the structure under study is highly resonant, and type of excitation waveform used. In the particular 
case of the resonator of Fig. 4. I I , the simulation time for the finest discretization (Al = 1/11 mm) is approxi
mately 7.5 hours, running on a HP Apollo 9000 workstation. The same structured, simulated using the cor
ner correction and the coarsest discretization (Al = 1 mm) takes less than 5 minutes.
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of Stability, the derivation of an equivalent circuit, as a description of a singular field 
region, would also have the advantage of merging very easily with the standard TLM 
algorithm.

4.6 Conclusion
A novel systematic procedure to reduce the coarseness error present in 3D-TLM 

simulations has been described in this chapter. The method introduces the correct field 
singularity by exploiting the previous incident and reflected link-line voltages surround
ing the comer node. The procedure requires negligible additional operations and leads to 
a saving in computational time and memory that is up to two orders of magnitude better.

The described technique achieves a highly accurate characterization of structure 
containing sharp edges by including a priori knowledge of the static field behavior in the 
singular field region. The inclusion of this extra information in the algorithm however is 
achieved by altering the standard TLM update equations, and these alterations can result 
in long term instabilities.

In the next chapter a different technique for the minimization of the coarseness 
error, based on the derivation of an equivalent circuit from the Green’s function of a uni
form metallic wedge, will be explored.
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Chapter 5 

Equivalent Circuit Derivation from the 
Green’s Function of a Metallic Wedge

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter a special scattering algorithm, based upon the approxima

tion of singular fields with a static field distribution, has been introduced. The introduc
tion of such a comer node into the TLM scheme has proved to be very effective for the 
reduction of the coarseness error associated with the presence of sharp metallic edges. 
However, the inclusion in the algorithm of a priori information of a static field configura
tion is achieved by altering the standard scattering TLM process. The hybrid scheme 
(standard TLM plus comer node) does not retain the TLM property of unconditional sta
bility, and long term instabilities have been experienced in the simulation of some struc
tures.

The analysis of stability of complex time marching algorithms is a cumbersome 
task, and the effect of any change in the update equations very difficult to predict. A 
much more efficient and secure way to proceed is to introduce modifications for which 
stability is intrinsically guaranteed. This is the case for example with circuit based tech
niques. Any alteration of the TLM algorithm, based on passive linear circuit models, is 
guaranteed to produce an unconditionally stable scheme.

A circuit-based approach is attractive for three reasons. Firstly, the stability of the 
resulting hybrid scheme is intrinsically guaranteed. Secondly, due to the nature of the 
TLM method, a comer-node equivalent circuit lends itself to a natural and straightfor
ward implementation within a TLM mesh. Finally, the information derived from the 
knowledge of a complex field distribution is condensed in a compact model for which
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powerful tools of analysis and simplification techniques are largely available.

In this chapter a new approach for the reduction of the coarseness error, based on 
the quasi-static approximation of Green’s functions for an infinite conductive wedge, is 
explored. The field distribution around a comer is represented in terms of an equivalent 
circuit which can be implemented easily and efficiently in a TLM mesh. The accuracy of 
the proposed method is compared to that of the standard TLM algorithm by means of test 
structures for which the results are also available in the literature.

In section 5.2 the general description of the electric field near a conducting wedge 
in terms of a Green’s function will be given. In section 5.3, Green’s function will be sim
plified with a quasi-static approximation, and used to derive an equivalent circuit for the 
comer node. Section 5.4 will deal with the embedding of the equivalent circuit into the 
TLM mesh, and it wül concentrate on the derivation of a scattering algorithm for the edge 
node. Finally, after extension of the procedure to knife edge septa of arbitrary length, in 
section 5.5, numerical results will be provided in section 5.6. Conclusive considerations 
and comments will then be presented in section 5.7.
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5.2 Theoretical Background
Consider an infinite electric line source of electric current I, placed near a conduct

ing wedge with a total inner wedge angle of 2a, as shown in Figure 5.1. Coordinates 
(p’,(|)’) indicate the source point, and (p,(|)) the point at which the electromagnetic field is 
calculated. The metallic wedge is uniform along the z-direction.

Current Filament I

Conductor

Figure 5.1 Infinitive conducting wedge geometry.

The electric field component along the z-direction E^, can be expressed as the sum 

of the incident field E^, produced everywhere by the source in the absence of the wedge, 

and the scattered field E^. The scattered field must be chosen so that the total field van

ishes on the wedge faces, and satisfies reciprocity ̂  The ^  variations must be represented 
by sinusoidal functions, since in the (j) direction the waves bounce back and forth 
between the plates forming the wedge. The incident field is the field radiated by an infi
nite electric line source in free space, evaluated in a cylindrical coordinate system [82]. It 
can be shown [83] that the total electric field can be written in the following form:

1. The expression must remain the same when source and observation are interchanged.
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E[ = E '+E *

%  (kp ) Jy (kp) sin (v ((j) -  a )  ) sin (v ((>’ -  a )  )
V = 1

P < P (5.1)

%  (kp) Jy (kp ) sin (v (<1> -  a )  ) sin (v (((>' -  a )  )
V =  I

p > p ’

The value of the index v is determined by the condition that the electric field must 
be null at <j)=27C-a. That is

s in [v ( ( |) - a ) ]  = 0

njc (5.2)
V = 2 ( 7 t - a )

The coefficient a^ depends on the type of source. It can be shown [82] that for an 

infinite electric line source of electric current I, a^ is:

av =
TCtOpI 

2  (7 u -a) (5.3)

Combining (5.1) and (5.3), and isolating the source amplitude, the electric field 
component E^ in cylindrical coordinates can be expressed in terms of a product of the 

Green’s function of the problem and the source amplitude:

E (p, (» =  G (p , (]);p’,(j>’) I (5.4)

(opTC
2 ( 7 t - a )

%  (kp  ) (kp) sin (v (0 -  a )  ) sin (v (0' -  a )  )
V = 1

P < P '

%  ( k p ) J ^ ( k p ' ) s i n ( v ( 0 - a ) ) s i n  ( v ( 0 - - a ) )
V = I

P >P '

(5.5)
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In particular, when the angle a  is equal to zero we have a so-called knife edge. In 
this case the expression for the Green’s function G(p,(|);p’,(j)’) is given by:

(DU
G(p,<|);p', (()’) = — —

Z  (kp')  (kp) sin (5 * )  sin ( 5*  ) p < p'

(5.6)

X  (kp) Jn/2 (kp')  sin (^(()) sin ("(()') p > p '
n = I

The expressions (5.5) and (5.6) present a complex frequency dependence, the vari
able k being a function of ox As seen in the previous chapter, the singular field in the 
vicinity of the metallic comer is essentially static. It is therefore conceivable to perform a 
quasi-static approximation (k -> 0) of Green’s function. Using approximations for the 
Bessel and Hankel functions for small values of the argument [84], the following expres

sion can be derived for the factor J(kp’) H^^^(kp) present in Green’s function:

( k p ' ) J , ( k p )  ^ j ^ ( ^ ) ( k - > 0 ) (5.7)

Hence, (5.6) can be considerably simplified leading to a quasi-static solution given
by:

G (p , (|);p’,<l)') = - j
cop.

2 ( 7 [ - a )

1 PJ ^ - (  —) sinv ((j) -  a )  sinv (<|)'-  a )
V

p < p

1 ,p '  V
(5.8)

^ - (  —) s inv ( ( I ) -a )  s in v ( ( j ) ' - a )
V ^  P

P > P '

The special case of a knife edge will be considered in the rest of this chapter. For 
this reason equation (5.8) is reported in the following for this special case (a  = 0):
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CÛU
%  ^ ( ^ )  sin (5(1)) sin (5(1)') p < p'

s in  (5(1)) s i n ( 5 ( | ) ' )

''n = I

(5.9)

P > P

5.3 Application to the TLM mesh
The quasi-static expression for the electric field described in (5.8) represents the 

basis for the determination of an equivalent circuit describing the field around the edge. 
In the following, two different geometries will be taken into consideration: a knife edge 
(a  = 0°), and a 90° wedge (a  = 45°). These are the two most common types of metallic 
comers encountered in practice.

5.3.1 Knife Edge
In order to reduce the number of ports surrounding the edge, the conducting bound

aries have been placed on the nodes of the TLM mesh. In this way, only a three-port 
equivalent circuit is required to characterize the edge behavior for a knife edge, as 
depicted in Fig. 5.2

TLM node

A//2 Knife edge

Figure 5.2 Wedge position in the TLM mesh. Knife edge case.
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Since the voltages and currents at the ports are related to the electric field and to 

the current density the three-port equivalent circuit can be described by a Z matrix rep

resentation. For each port of the circuit we may define*:

Vj-^E^Cpj, <!>;)

Ij-> -Jz (P i, <t>j) = —
I(Pi>«i>i) U p p  <);) 

2îcpj ~ tcAI

A1 . K
Pj = -y  ’ 4); — (5-10)

where i indicates the number of the port in the circuit. Each element of the impedance 
matrix is defined as:

(5.11)
Ik*, = 0

It is clear that the elements of the matrix depend only on the Green’s function (5.9). 
A new Green’s function G(p, <(); p ’, <|)’), proportional to G(p, <j>; p ’, <j>’) is defined:

Zj. = -jtAlG(pj,<|)j;p’.,<!)’p  = G(pj,(j)j;p'.,<l)’p (5.12)

Due to the reciprocity property of Green’s function, the three-port circuit will have a 
symmetric impedance matrix. Moreover, because of the geometrical symmetries, the 
number of independent elements is reduced to only four, with the impedance matrix hav
ing the following general form:

[Z] =
^11 ^ 1 2  1̂3 
Z, 2  Z2 2  Z, 2  

^13 ^ 1 2  ^11

(5.13)

I. Jz has the dimension of [A/m]. It is the current density of a current source of amplitude I distributed over 
a circumference of radius p [82].
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The aon-diagonal elements are easily determined after some manipulations and the 
use of tables for the sums of series containing trigonometrical functions as argument. 
The value of the diagonal terms Z,;, corresponding to the evaluation of Green’s function 

when source and field points are coincident, are singular. To determine a finite value for 
these impedances, a first rough, approximation may be constructed by considering the 
source point and the field point in slightly different positions. In particular, it can be 
assumed that the radii p and p ’ are not equal. Defining a parameter x  indicating the ratio 
between p’ and p, an expression for the diagonal elements can be obtained as a function 
of X . These expressions must lead to a singular function when evaluated for jc = 1. A 
detailed derivation of the impedance elements is reported in Appendix A. The matrix Z 
obtained with this pointform evaluation of Green’s function becomes:

.z, .  Æ
L , 1  L , 2  L ,3

L , 2  L 2 2  L , 2

^13 ^ 1 2  ^ 1 1

= jO)[L] (5.14)

where the value of the inductive elements is given by:

Li, =
TlAl

■log 1 + x 2  1

tcAI
L i3 = - ^ l o g ( 2 )

Li2 -
TtAl.

■log
sm

3tc

8 "
. It s m -

L22 -
tcAI

(5.15)

As anticipated, when source and field points are coincident (p=p’ and therefore 
jc=l), the diagonal terms Lj, become infinite.

The pulses traveling along the TLM lines represent the field distribution over the 
entire cell, and the electric port associated with the TLM link line is distributed over the 
cell as well. It is therefore misleading to look at the three ports of Fig. 5.2 as single 
points in which to evaluate Green’s function (5.9). The distributed nature of the ports 
should therefore be represented by taking into consideration an average value of the 
Green’s function over an appropriate domain of integration. This averaging will also
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eliminate the convergence problem for the diagonal terms. A more general definition for 
the impedances would then be:

Zij =  vvtW :  J  j G ( s ; S o ) d s d s o (5.16)
' JWjW.

where G(s;so) represents Green’s function determined in (5.12), and Wi,Wj are the 

domains of integration for the source variables and for the field variables [85-86]. Three 
distinct domains of integration have been taken in account, leading to different formula
tions for the impedance elements. The case of pointform integration - Figure 5.3(a) - has 
been already analyzed and the resulting impedance matrix, has been reported in the 
expressions (5.14) - (5.15).

a) Pointform Integration b) Linear Integration c) Surface Integration

X'— 11---- ~y
/ :

/  :

k :  
-------- 1

1......

»---------

r . 1 I 'I------

Figure 5.3 Domains o f integration for

The linear integration of Figure 5.3 (b) performs an average of the impedance 
Green’s function over a curve of a quarter of circumference tangent to the TLM cubic 
face. The surface integration of Figure 5.3 (c) performs an average of the impedance 
Green’s function over a surface of a circular sector approximating the surface quarter of 
a TLM cell. We expect that the surface integration will yield the best results in terms of 
reduction of coarseness error, since it accounts best for the energy stored around the cor
ner.

Expression (5.16) has been evaluated for both the linear and surface integrations.
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and has given rapidly convergent results for all the elements of the matrix. The expres
sions for the linear and surface case are shown respectively in (5.17) and (5.18).

64A1 ^  1 . n . n 
Ljj = —  X  -^smC^tp;) sm (-(Pj)

n = 1 ^

. nTC
(5.17)

I6^A1
-  ~ i r  Z

1 . ,n  . . ,n  , r  . nTC ■ sm (-(p;)sin(^(P j) |^ s in (-^ ) (5.18)
„ ^ i n ^ ( 4  + n)

The detailed derivation of the previous expressions is reported in Appendix B.

5.3.2 Ninety-degree wedge
The same derivation can be repeated, mutatis mutandis, for a ninety-degree comer 

(a=7t/4 ). The geometry of the wedge, and its position in a TLM mesh are shown in Fig
ure 5.4. In this case only a two-port circuit is necessary to model the comer node. The 
Green’s function (5.8), reduced to the case of a ninety-degree comer, is reported in 
(5.19). Due to the reciprocity of the function, and by virtue of the geometrical symmetry 
of the problem, only two distinct matrix elements Zjj need to be determined.

TLM node

A//2

a

A/

90° wedge

Figure 5.4 Wedge position in the TLM mesh. 90° case.
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CÛU.
G(p,<|);p’,(|)’) = - j ^

2n
3

n = 1

P < P
2n

n = 1

P > P

(5.19)

The impedance matrix will therefore have the following general form:

[Z] =
Zi, Z, 2  

Zf2 Z ,J

(5.20)

The non-diagonal elements are easily determined after some manipulations and the 
use of tables for the sum of series containing trigonometrical functions as argument. The 
value of the diagonal term Z,,, corresponding to the evaluation of Green’s function when 

source and field points are coincident, is singular. In order to remove this singularity, the 
averaging (5.16), with a domain of integration as shown in Figure 5.5, has been consid
ered. The matrix Z becomes:

[Z1 ^ 1 1  ^ 1 2  

Li2 Lj,
= jcù[L] (5.21)

where the value of the inductive elements is given by:

 i f -  Z  sin (ÿ cp ;) sin (ÿ cp j)  [sin ( - ^ ) ]  (5.22)
n= i"  (3 + n)

The detailed derivation of the previous expression is reported in Appendix C.
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TLM node

Figure 5.5 Domain o f integration fo r  the determination o f Zip 90° comer

5.3.3 Circuit topology
A circuit topology can be derived from the impedance matrices (5.14) and (5.21), 

using canonical realization techniques [87]. The procedure is described in the following 
only for the most complex case of a three-port circuit. The simpler case of the ninety- 
degree comer can be derived similarly.

[Y] =
yii y 12 713
y 12 y 21 y 12
7 i3 712 711

= [Y,] + [Y^] + [Y 3 ] + [Y J

[Y,] =

0
n

0

0

7 2 2 - 7 1 2  (n + - )

0

0 

0 (5.23)

[Y ,] = 7 i2
’ 1 -n 6 y 13 " 1 0 -n

, 7 12
b 0 0 "

-n n^ 0 [Y ,l = f 0 0 0 [Y J  = - 0 1 —n
0 0 0 —n 0 n^ p —n Ti\
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The generic impedance matrix [Y] can be expressed as the sum of four different 
matrices as shown in (5.23). Each of the four building blocks represents the admittance 
matrix of a simple three-port circuit, as depicted in Figure 5.6.

The sum of admittance matrices corresponds to a parallel connection. Therefore the 
overall equivalent circuit for the three-port element is composed of a shunt connection of 
the four building blocks. The extra degree of freedom given by the transformer ratio ‘n’

can be chosen arbitrarily so that the admittances y | , Y^ , Ŷ i are physically realizable.

As an example, the shunt connection of the four blocks is shown in Figure 5.7 only 
for port three, since it is similar for the other two ports.
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-n  0  n~

0  -n  n"

Figure 5.6 Topologies fo r  each o f the elementary admittance matrices

n Y? = yz2- y i 2 ( n + i )

y a -  ^13 
1 1 —  — —

n
(5.24)
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[Y,]

[Y,]

[Y,]

[Y J

Figure 5.7 Shunt connection o f the four building blocks. Only the connection fo r
the port three is shown.

The whole simplified circuit obtained from the shunt connection is depicted in Fig
ure 5.8. All the admittances in the circuit are purely reactive, in particular they are induc
tances whose value is a function of the elements Ljj in (5.14). The admittance matrix [Y] 

obtained as the inversion of [Z] is given in equation (5.25). The substitution of equation 
(5.25) in the expression (5.24) gives finally the value of the equivalent circuit parameter 
as a function of the impedance elements Lÿ.
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n:l

Figure 5.8 Equivalent comer-node circuit for the knife edge case

[Y] = [ Z ] - ‘ =
yii y 1 2 X13

y 12 y 22 y 12
Xi3 y 1 2 X11

[Y] =T
1

j(û|X A

[L2 2 L33 Lj2 ] [Lj2(Lj3 L3 3 ) ] [L , 2  ^ 2 2 ^ , 3 ]

[ L i 2  (^13  -  L 3 3 )  ]  [ L n L 3 3  -  L , 3 ]  [ L , 2  ( L , 3  -  L 3 3 )  ]

[Li2  I-22Lj3] [L ,2 (L , 3  L3 3 )] [L2 2 L33

(5.25)

A - L 11L 22 L 33 L 3 3 L ( 2  L 2 2 L , 3  +  2 L , 2 L , 3  L 11L 12

5.4 Discretization process
The equivalent circuit topologies derived for the knife edge and ninety-degree cor

ner are extremely powerful, since complex information has been condensed in a com
pact, and easily implemented model. From the knowledge of the equivalent circuit for 
the comer node, a hybrid TLM scheme can be implemented. Such a scheme would con-
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sist of a standard TLM network comprising, in the regions of the computational domain 
where a metallic wedge has to be modeled, the equivalent circuits previously derived. An 
example of such a network is depicted in Figure 5.9. TLM nodes and equivalent circuit 
communicate by means of the voltage pulses incident from the TLM network upon the 
circuit, and scattered from the circuit back into the TLM mesh. Therefore, in order to 
implement the hybrid scheme, we need to determine the relation between the incident 
and reflected voltages at the ports as a function of the Z-matrix elements.

n:l

,l:n

Figure 5.9 Embedding o f the equivalent comer-node circuit in the TLM mesh

A very easy and compact way to derive such a relation is to use the matrix represen
tation of the equivalent circuit, as in (5.14) and (5.21). The circuit is therefore modeled 
as a three-port (two-port for the ninety-degree comer) network, whose impedance matrix 
is given. This representation, conceptually equivalent to that of Figure 5.9, is shown in 
Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Comer node modeled with an impedance matrix, (a) Knife edge case, 
three-port circuit, (b) ninety-degree wedge, two-port circuit

Due to the quasi-static approximation, the voltages at the ports of the equivalent cir
cuits depend only linearly on the frequency:

-  V, -
'  I l  '

V = j C 0 [ L ] I ;  V = ; ; I = •

V_ n-ports_ _In-poits_

(5.26)

The vectors V and I can be expressed in terms of the incident and reflected TLM 

voltages at the edge, V ' and V ", according to the relation:

V = V' + V  I = Y o ( V ' - V ) (5.27)

where Yq is the TLM link line admittance.

The frequency dépendance jo) is discretized using a bilinear transformation [8 8 ]. 
This scheme guarantees the stability of the discretized model. The frequency distortion 
introduced is irrelevant for firequencies propagating with low dispersion error in the TLM 
mesh (X>  10 • Al). Hence:
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. 2
“  Ât

(5.28)

Substituting relations (5.27) and (5.28) in equation (5.26), a recursive formulation
(5.29) characterizing the comer condition in the TLM process is obtained.

K  = ( | ; Y o [ L l - t n ) ( | j Y „ [ L ]  + [ I l ) ' ' ( V i  + V [ . , ) - V i _ ,  (5.29)

In this expression Yq is the TLM link line admittance, and and Vjt' are the vec

tors of the voltages incident and reflected at the terminals of the equivalent circuit at the 
time step k. The matrix [I] represents the identity matrix.

Expression (5.29) states that the voltages reflected from the circuit modeling the 
edge depend simply on the incoming voltages and on the incident and reflected voltages 
at the previous time step. This implementation of the equivalent circuit in the TLM algo
rithm is extremely effective and requires that only a few extra values be stored at each 
time-step.

5.5 Generalization to knife edge septa of arbitrary length
So far, we have restricted our study to metallic wedges in which the vertex coin

cided with a TLM node. A useful extension of the theory described above is the charac
terization of infinitely thin septa, the vertex of which is placed anywhere between the 
nodes of TLM mesh. This would allow to use a relatively coarse mesh and still accu
rately describe septa slightly longer or shorter than an integer number of Al.
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TLM node

Figure 5.11 Position o f the knife edge septum o f arbitrary length in the TLM
mesh

The theory exposed for the description of the knife edge discontinuity is still valid; 
in particular the expression for the Green’s function (5.8) remains the same, once the 
coordinate system (p,(()) is centered on the comer of the septum. The field at the comer is 
modeled with a three-port equivalent circuit, since the metallic septum is placed on the 
nodes of the TLM mesh.

To determine the Z-elements describing the circuit. Green’s function must be inte
grated over a circular sector, for both the source and the field points. See Figure 5.11 for 
the description of the domain of integration. As an example, the expression for Z,, is 
shown in eq. (5.30).

Z,i -
* 2 P2 (t» P'2 (t>')

Ĵd<j)jd(t)’ J p d p  J G ( p , < j ) ; p ’, ( | ) ' ) p ' d p ' (5.30)
1 0 P,(4))  P ’,CD’)

The evaluation of this kind of integral is particularly cumbersome, since the inte
grand is a series (5.8) and its argument is not uniquely defined over the domain of inte
gration (depending on the ratio p/p’); moreover, since the center of the coordinate
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system is shifted with respect to the vertex of the circular sector, the domain of integra
tion is not easily described. For these reasons, even a numerical evaluation of the inte
grals with an acceptable level of precision has proven to be infeasible.

Due to the difficulty of solving these integrals both analytically and numerically, an 
approximate solution for the values of the Z-matrix has been found empirically. Defining 
w as the length of the septum extending beyond the TLM node (Figure 5.11), the approxi
mate expressions for the Z elements are given by:

Zn(s )  = z,j (0 ) [ - s ^ - s + 1 ] z, 3 (s) = z , 3 (0 ) [ s ^ - 2 s + 1 ]

ZijCs) = z, 2 (0 ) [ s ^ - 2 s 4- 1 ] Z2 2 (s) = Z2 2 (0 ) [ s ^ - 2 s + 1 ] ( 5  3 1 )

In these formulas the values Zÿ(0) refer to the case previously analyzed, where the 

septum length was equal to an integer number of A/ (w=0).

A similar set of expressions has been found also for the case of septa slightly 
shorter (w<0) than an integer number of Al:

z , i ( s )  = z,j (0 ) [ - s ^ - 2 s + 1 ] z ,3  (s) = z ,3 (0 ) [ s ^ - s + 1 ]

Zj2 (s) = Z , 2 ( 0 )  [ s ^ - s +  1] Z2 2 (s) = Z2 2  (0) [s" -  72s + 1 ] (5.32)

These approximations give good results for values of |s| <0.35. This restricted 
range does not represent a serious limitation; in fact, for most of the practical applica
tions this condition can be easily verified with the choice of a relatively coarse mesh. On 
the other hand, expressions (5.31) and (5.32) allow treatment of perturbations of the sep
tum length that are small, compared to the mesh size; these would otherwise require very 
fine discretizations to exactly describe the geometry.
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5.6 Numerical results

5.6.1 Knife edge corner
A first validation of the method has been performed by evaluating the first resonant 

frequency of a 2D septum-coupled cavity (Figure 5.12). Three different equivalent cir
cuits, obtained from pointform, linear and surface averaging of Green’s function respec
tively, have been implemented. An accurate value (reference line) for the resonant 
frequency of the cavity has been extracted by Richardson extrapolation of TLM data for 
increasingly fine discretization (Figure 5.13).

The best results have been obtained with surface integration (5.18); they lead to a 
much faster convergence to the accurate values than those obtained with the basic 2D- 
TLM algorithm. With surface integration a better description of the energy stored within 
the singular region is achieved, therefore it performs better than the linear integration and 
the pointform evaluation of Green’s function. For this reason only surface integration has 
been implemented in the simulations described further in this section.

It is important to note that, even with a coarse mesh (Al= 1 mm), the surface comer 
correction yields an improvement in the accuracy, reducing the percentage error from 
more than 2% to 0.6%. If an accuracy of 0.1% is required, the comer correction allows to 
use a cell size at least four times larger than that necessary with the standard TLM.

1 0  mm

Figure 5.12 Septum-coupled cavity
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---------- superficial integration
— linear integration 
---------- pointform integration

Z3
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Figure 5.13 Comparison between the first resonant frequencies obtained with the
standard TLM

The proposed method has been also applied to the analysis of discontinuities in the 
transverse section of a rectangular waveguide (Figure 5.14). To validate the model of a 
knife edge, a symmetrical inductive iris with aperture d=3.556 mm (a/2) in a WR(28) 
waveguide has been analyzed both with the comer modification and the regular TLM 
algorithm, and the results have been compared with Marcuvitz’s [89] formulae. The scat
tering parameters obtained for different discretizations are shown in Figure 5.15-a. Note 
that the comer modification improves considerably the accuracy of the TLM algorithm 
(Figure 5.15-b) even when a very coarse mesh is used.
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Figure 5A4 Inductive irises in WR(28) waveguide: a) Top view b) Front view
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Figure 5A5 S-parameters fo r  the thin iris in WR(28) waveguide: a) TLM with comer 
correction, b) TLM without comer correction
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To further test the efficiency of the proposed method, an iris-coupled waveguide 
bandpass filter (Figure 5.16), with center frequency of 33.18 GHz and bandwidth of 0.94 
GHz, has been analyzed. Also in this case, the comer correction results in a much faster 
convergence to Marcuvitz’s curves as compared with the standard TLM algorithm (Fig
ure 5.17 and Figure 5.18).

do I ^ 2  di f  do^

Lj L2

do = 3.556 mm 
di = 1.778 mm 
Û2 = 1.185 mm 
Lj = 4.900 mm 
L j  = 5.595 mm

Figure 5.16 Top view o f the iris coupled bandpass filter in WR(28) waveguide
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Figure 5.17 Iris coupled bandpass filter in WR(28) waveguide: TLM with comer
correction
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Figure 5.18 Iris coupled bandpass filter in WR(28) waveguide: TLM without comer
correction

5.6.2 Ninety-degree com er
To verify the model of the 90° wedge, a symmetrical iris, of thickness r=I.I853 

mm (a/6 ) in a WR(28) waveguide has been examined (Figure 5.19). Comparison with 
the uncorrected TLM algorithm and other techniques has shown that in this case the cor
rection is less effective since, for this kind of discontinuities, the standard TLM method 
provides good accuracy even with relatively coarse discretizations (Figure 5.20 and Fig
ure 5.21). This agrees with the fact ± at the field singularity for a ninety-degree edge is 
not as strong as that of a knife edge. Therefore, the resulting coarseness error is less 
severe. Other studies have already proved, both empirically [90] or analytically [74], the 
impact of various different edge geometries on the accuracy of space discrete methods, 
providing a validation for the results described in this section.
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□

□
Figure 5.19 Thick inductive irises in WR(28) waveguide: a) Top view b) Front view
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Figure 5.20 S-parameters for the thick iris in WR(28) waveguide: TLM with comer
correction
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Figure 5.21 S-parameters fo r  the thick iris in WR(28) waveguide: TLM without
comer correction.

5.63 Infinitely thin septa of arbitrary length
Finally, the correction for infinitely thin septa of arbitrary length in the TLM mesh 

has been validated, both for positive and negative variations of the length with respect to 
an integer number of A/. A symmetrical inductive iris with an aperture slightly different 
from a ll  has been analyzed with the comer modification (Figure 5.22), and the results 
have been compared with Marcuvitz’s formulae. In particular, we have discretized the 
waveguide width with 12A/, and considered the septum length 1 = a /4± s • A1 (for s= 
0.19 and 0.23). We have chosen lengths that, with the standard TLM method, would 
require a very fine mesh discretization to obtain an exact description.
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■-a

Figure 5.22 Top view o f the thin inductive iris in WR(28) waveguide with septa o f
arbitrary length I

The scattering parameters obtained for the two structures are shown in Figure 5.23 
and Figure 5.24. From the results we can see that the comer correction is always in good 
agreement with Marcuvitz’s data, even if a coarse discretization is used. From these fig
ures it is also possible to verify that the proposed technique is sensitive to small variations 
of the length; in fact, the curves obtained with the comer correction for a variation of 0.04 
A/ (firom s = ±0.19 to s = ±0.23) are clearly distinct and in agreement with the theoret
ical results. To appreciate such a small difference in behavior by using the standard TLM 
method, we would need a 25 times finer discretization.
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Figure 5.23 S-parameters o f a thin inducti ve iris in WR(28) waveguide for different 
lengths o f the septa. Discretization: Al=a/12. w=+ 0.I9AI, + 0.23Al
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Figure 5.24 S-parameters o f a thin inductive iris in WR(28) waveguide for different 
lengths o f the septa. Discretization: Al=a/12. w=— 0.19ùd, — 0.23Al
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5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have derived an equivalent circuit for knife edges and 90° 

wedges, based on a quasi-static formulation of the field around the edge. The equivalent 
circuits have been embedded into the TLM algorithm by means of a newly derived scat
tering procedure. The resulting hybrid algorithm is guaranteed to be unconditionally sta
ble, since the modification of the TLM scheme is performed on the basis of a passive 
linear circuit.

The proposed comer correction has been compared with the regular TLM method 
and with data available in the literature, and has yielded a noticeable improvement in the 
accuracy as well as in the convergence of the results for knife edges, while in the case of 
90° wedges, where less severe field singularities are present, the standard TLM algorithm 
has proved to be sufficiently accurate.

The better description of the singular behavior of the field around the edge allows 
considerable savings in computer processing time and memory requirements when com
pared to mesh grading, since the desired accuracy can be achieved by using a coarser lat
tice.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusion

6.1 Need for Electromagnetic Modeling
Computer techniques have deeply changed the way electrical engineers work. 

Today’s relevant electromagnetic problems can not be solved any longer without the aid 
of a computer. Electromagnetic modeling software plays an important role in diverse 
areas such as RF engineering, antenna design, semiconductor physics, and bio-electro- 
magnetics. Computer aided design is a rapidly growing area, and new frontiers of appli
cation are continuously added. Electromagnetic simulations of microwave circuits, 
complex MMIC circuit analysis, and simultaneous thermal and electrical design necessar
ily require the use of numerical electromagnetic modeling software.

It is possible to foresee in the near future CAD tools capable of simulating a com
plete MMIC using a full-wave, three dimensional electromagnetic technique, taking into 
account the effects due to the housing, parasitic coupling and radiation. The use of such 
simulation tools would significantly reduce the length of design cycles, with a decrease 
in the cost of development of new products. The explosion of wireless technology is cre
ating a demand for a surprisingly large number of new applications. Direct Broadcast Sat
ellite (DBS), collision avoidance radar. Global Positioning System (GPS), Wireless 
Local Area Network (WLAN) are commercial applications where the cost for the devel
opment of new products is very high, and it could be largely reduced by using simulation 
tools that allow circuit and system designers to check their designs early in the design 
process.

For all these reasons numerical techniques for electromagnetic modeling appear to 
be destined to have a rapid growth in popularity among the electrical engineering com
munity.
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On the other hand, there are still several critical issues in computational electromag
netics that remain to be solved in order to establish full-wave numerical techniques as 
reliable and efficient design tools. Among them we can mention:

• The extent of computional effort is demanding. Memory and CPU time requirements
are often very restrictive.

• Lack of user-friendly interfaces.

• Users must be knowledgeable in electromagnetics.

• The flexibility and generality of application is sometimes paid with less accuracy. 
General purpose electromagnetic software is extremely valuable when dealing with 
complex geometries and media. However, when highly accurate solutions are 
required, a combination of analytical and numerical methods must be applied to 
approximate the solution with the desired accuracy.

The ongoing research has already improved some of these drawbacks. Powerful 
graphics tools nowadays allow one to create customizable graphical user interfaces 
(GUI) by means of which the structure under investigation can be drawn and modified 
very efficiently and quickly. Standard formats [91-92] are emerging, thus creating the 
basis for transparent exchange of data between different CAD tools.

As for the need of user expertise in electromagnetics, studies have been performed, 
and are still in progress, to extract from the electromagnetic simulations global parame
ters such as voltage and current distributions, characteristic impedances, propagation con
stant, and equivalent circuits [93-95].

Moreover, the incredible rate at which new faster microprocessors and larger mem
ories are introduced into the market makes full-wave numerical analysis increasingly 
more appealing and economical. Simulations that few years ago would have required 
expensive workstations, can now be run faster in a relatively low cost personal desktop 
computer.

Despite the extensive research performed, the trade-off between accuracy and flexi
bility remains one of the critical points in the development of full-wave general purpose 
CAD tools. Generality o f application and flexibility require that information regarding the 
geometry to be simulated (initial and boundary conditions) be entered as late as possible 
in the algorithm data-flow. Any change in the structure would therefore require only 
minor changes, without affecting the main solving algorithm. The consequence is that no
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a priori information is fed into the model, thus relying merely on a brute force solution.

The present thesis focuses on how to enhance the accuracy of the transmission line 
matrix method while retaining its flexibility.

Error analysis in the TLM method reveals that the coarseness error is the most seri
ous source of inaccuracy. The finite discrete TLM network does not accurately model 
regions in which field singularities are present. This is the case with structures containing 
sharp features such as edges and metallic comers. The bmte force solution attempted by 
the TLM algorithm is therefore not accurate. Different methods on how to introduce the 
a priori knowledge of the presence of the field singularities in the basic TLM algorithm 
has been investigated. In particular, in order to maintain the flexibility typical of space 
discrete differential methods, only local modifications of the algorithm have been consid
ered.

By using a static approximation of singular fields in the vicinity of metallic edges a 
simple modification of the TLM scattering algorithm has been derived. The reflected and 
incident voltages at the current and previous time step have been exploited, thus increas
ing the information contained in the cell. The accuracy of the modified algorithm has 
improved, without affecting the original flexibility of the TLM technique.

The stability of a complex time domain algorithm is extremely difficult to predict, 
and any change in the update equations can lead to potential instabilities. Long term 
instabilities have been observed in the simulation of structures where a strong coupling 
between physical and non-physical solutions, usually uncoupled in a free space propaga
tion, is present. In order to avoid such a problem, a new technique, based on circuit the
ory, have been explored. The equivalent circuit of a comer node has been obtained by 
using the quasi-static approximation of the Green’s functions for an infinite conductive 
wedge. The derived hybrid TLM network guarantees to produce an unconditionally stable 
scheme. Such a solution presents also the advantage of lending itself to a very easy imple
mentation.

6.2 Future Work
The approach based on the derivation of an equivalent circuit for the modeling of 

singular field regions has appeared to be the more efficient than that based on the static 
field approximation, due to its robusmess and ease of implementation.
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It is for this reason that future research should focus on this direction, aiming at the 
creation of fully 3D models of a large class of small features present in electromagnetic 
structures. A research effort should be devoted to the creation of a library of equivalent 
circuit models. New CAD tools should eventually be able to pre-process the structure 
under investigation, and include the equivalent model whenever a small feature con
tained in the library is found.

In this way the advantages of general purpose, full wave field solvers, would be 
combined with the accuracy and power of analytical tools.
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Appendix A

7.1 Impedance elements: pointform evaluation
Equation (7.1) reports the Green’s function for a knife edge, as depicted in Figure 

7.1. The value of the impedance elements Ljj is proportional to equation (7.1) evaluated at 
the value ^  and <|)’j , where i and j indicates one of the three ports.

TLM node

Ain Knife wedge

Figure 7.1 Wedge position in the TLM mesh. Knife edge case.
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8.1 Knife edge case: linear integration
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8.2 Knife edge case: superficial integration
In contrast to the linear integration, the superficial integration must now also take 

into account the p dépendance. It is therefore necessary to split the integration with 
respect to p in two sub-integrations, depending on whether p < p’, or p ’ < p. The integra
tion in p and (j) are separable, and the previous calculations for the linear case can be used 
to carry out the integration for the angular variables. The domain of integration is now a 
circular sector of angle tc/2.
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The evaluation of the integral is performed by just applying a sequence of basic cal
culus rules. The final result is given by:
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9.1 Ninety-degree wedge: superficial integration
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